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A new and very powerful set theoretic axiom, the axiom of determinacy (AD), 
was introduced by Mycielski [22] in 1964 and has since been the subject of a great 
deal of research. One area in which AD has proved to be very fruitful is that of 
the theory of thin sets of reals. AD implies a regularity property: any set of reals 
that is thin (that is. has no perfect subset) is countable [7, 22]. The a>:iom also has 
many consequences in descriptive set theory; in particular it yields a rich structure 
theory for thin sets in the various analytical pointclasses [12]. And finally, there is 
a connection between thin sets of reals and models of set theory [13, 16, 25]. This 
use of AD, or of some strong axiom, is necessary; it is known that many of the 
natural and interesting questions about thin sets and descriptive set theory are 
undecidable in ZFC. 
Let A be an infinite ordinal. A A-set is a subset of A; thus an co-set is a 'real'. 
The purpose of this paper is to generalize several known theorems about sets of 
reals to sets of A-sets, for projective ordinals A. We will always be assuming AD 
plus the axiom of dependent choice (DC). 
We show that any set of A-sets either has a perfect subset or else is well- 
orderable. For some A's, including A =~,~,, if the set is well-orderable it has 
cardinality at most card(A). Much of the descriptive set theory of thin sets of reals 
also goes through for A-sets. For example we will prove that there is a largest hin 
ll~,,.liA) set and a largest thin 2f~,,~2(h) set of h-sets. For some h's, all of the 
structure theory developed by Kechris [12] for the largest hin -v,~,,+2 set of reals. 
generalizes to the largest thin ,~21,,+2(A) set of A-sets. 
We also study the inner models of set theory, H2,,.~. introduced by Mos- 
chovakis [18. 8G]. These models are analogs of L for the pointclasses H~,,+t and 
v~,,,.; H~ = L. These models are closely connected to the theory of thin sets of 
A-sets. since as Moschovakis [21] showed, for A < 8~,,+ z, the largest hin ..v~. ~(h) 
* This paper is Chapter 1I of my Ph.D. Thesis (UCLA 1979). 1 am grateful to my thesis advisor, 
Professor Yiannis Moschovakis, both for advice and for havi.lg created the subject hat this paper is 
about. I also wish to thank Professo~ Alexander Kechris for numerous helpful discussions on this 
subject. 
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set of k-sets is exactly the power set of A in H~,,. ~. For certain A, we prove that 
H2 .... ~ 2 x= A+., and in fact there is a 'good' well-ordering (resembling the L 
well-ordering) that witnesses this. This fact is then used to study the internal 
structure of the largest thin ,~,+2(A) set. 
AD is, of course, false, since it contradicts the axiom of choice. However, the 
weaker axiom, that e,,ery definable game on to is determined, is generally thought 
to be consistent with choice. In fact, many mathematicians believe that it is 
probably true, and that therefore, consequences of this axiom are probably true. 
Since every set in LIltS] is ordinal definable from a real, this weaker axiom implies 
that every game in L[R] is determined (in V), and since a strategy is a real, it is 
determined in L[~]; that is, L[ff~] ~ AD. The axiom of choice imples that L[~] I= 
DC. So by working inside L[~], we can assume AD+ DC, and prove theorems 
under this assumption. Most of the theorems in this paper arc actually absolute 
for L[~]. Thus, by the above analysis they are true in V, assuming that definable 
games are determined. Even those consequences of AD+DC that are not 
absolute, since true in L[I~], imply corresponding theorems in V by changing 
'every set' to 'every set in L[~]'. For more information on AD as an axiom, and 
on some of the points touched on here, the reader should consult [18, particularly 
sections 7D and 8I]. In this paper we will no longer explicitly mention L[[;~]. We 
just assume AD for the rest of the paper. 
O. Preliminaries 
We work in ZF+ DC + AD. In fact a few of the results in the paper need only 
projective de~.erminacy (PD); therefore, we have put explicitly in the statements 
of the theorems all assumptions needed to prove them, beyond ZF+ DC. 
Throughout this paper. A denotes an infinite ordinal. Capital Latin letters 
A, B, ( , . . .  are used for sets of ordinals, while script letters .,d..¢J, ~ . . . .  are used 
for collections of sets or ordinals. We use a,/3, 3' . . . .  as variables over the reals, o,~', 
that is the set ~to. Other notation and terminology follows Moschovakis, Descrip- 
tive Set Theory [18]. The reader should bc familiar with the basic facts from 
descriptive set theory, which can be found in [18], 
Since it is awkward to keep referring to 'sets of sets' of ordinals, we call a subset 
of A a A-set. 
We will state our results for the pointclass H~..~ and the ordinal 6~,,.i 
associated with thai class. Actually the results can be generalized to an abstract 
pointclass F sufficiently like fl~,,, i- 
Code ordinals less than 6~,,~1 via some fixed II~,,, t-norm q~ on a complete 
11~,,+~ set b'~; ¢ has length 6~,,, ~. The elements of :] '  are ordinal codes. A real a in 
,~/~ encodes the ordinal ~0(o~); [ct I den,3tes this ordinal. We code countable sets of 
ordinals in the obvious way; the real B encodes {[(/3)01, [(/3)1[ . . . .  }. The collection 
of all countable sets of ordinals le~s than A is denoted by ~s,(A). 
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Sets of reals that are ,t~.÷z can be encoded by reals in such a way that 'a  
encodes a ~L+~ set D,~' is H2~.÷~, and '/3e D~' is zl~.÷l, assuming a is a code. 
This follows from the prewell-ordering theory developed in [18, Chapter 4]. The 
coding is defined as follows: Let G(3',/3) be universal I I~.~, let & be a ll~.+~- 
norm on G and let a be a code if a=(~/o,/3o, 3q) where G(3%/3o); a, then 
encodes the ~1~,,_~ j set {/3 : Ik("/i,/3) < ~b(Vo,/3o)}. 
If A< 8~,+~, then by the coding lemma [19, 18, Theorem 7D.6], every hA-set B 
is zl~,,, riq-the-codes. This means that B*= [,~ :1,~1~ n} is z12,,+].~ If ~ is a set of 
A-sets, with hA <6~,,+t, then let 
(6~'* = {/3:(3B ~] ( /3  is a /t~,,+t-code for B*)}. 
Thus A-sets are coded via ~ and sets of hA-sets are coded via G and O, as above. A 
A-set B is in a pointclass F if B* is in F. A set of hA-sets ~" is in a pointclass/1 if ~* 
is in / :  Note that countable sets are coded differently than arbitrary sets. This will 
cause no confusion, as it will be clear from the context (in Section 4) when we are 
referring to countable sets. 
Let 6. . . . . .  ~k be ordinals les; than ~i~,÷~, and let F be a pointclass containing 
~,+~ (e.,L ~,, ,2).  A set of re~ls ,d is F(~0 . . . . .  ~:k) if there is a F relation 
:~la,/3, . . . . . .  /3k ) such that for all /3o . . . . .  /3k. if [/3o] = ~o . . . . .  [/3k[ = ~k, then for all 
ot E :V, 
:~(a./3, . . . . . .  /3k ) ~ a e .~. 
That  is. I ' (~.  . . . . .  ~k) always means uni formly in all codes for ~o . . . . .  ~k. 
In pointclass computations we will frequently use the following theorem. 
Theorem 0.1 (PD; Harrington-Kechris [8], [18, Theorem 8G.20]). Let ~:~ A 
be a ~, ,  ~t(A)-norm onto an ordinal A <6~,,+1. Let P(~,/3)c hA ×N be v~,+2(hA), i.e. 
i[ P*(ct. /3) ¢~ (lal = ~ & P(~, /3)), then P* is ~,÷2(hA). Let O(/3) ¢~ (V~< A)P(~,/3). 
Then 0 is v~,,.2(hA). 
Theorem 0.1 says, in effect, that 2~,,~2(hA) is closed under quantification of the 
form (V~ < 3.). Note that for any H~,,,+ t-norm onto fi~,,+~, the initial segments of 
the norm satisfy the hypothesis of Theorem 0.1. One consequence of Theorem 
0.1 is that ordinals coded via two different H~,+~-norms can be compared in a 
~L,,z way; see I8] or [18. Theorem 8G.21] for details. 
We use two types of ordinal games. 
For A < ~3~,,. t and A c ~hA, let 
A*  =/(,~,,. ,~, . . . .  )~ "~v': (la,,[. I~,1 . . . .  )e  m}. 
The game Ga. is defined as follows. Players I and II alternately play reals, and 
thus pick a sequence in '°2¢'. If either player plays a real that does not code an 
ordinal less than A, the first one to do so loses. Otherwise, I wins if and only if the 
sequence is in A*. Note that the payoff set for G~,+ depends only on the ordinals 
played, not on the codes.. 
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Theorem 0.2 (AD; Harrington-Kechris [8]). For any projective ordinal A and for 
any A c "A, GA. is determined. 
A strategy Gr for this type of game can be identified with a function F,. from N 
to N; a strategy ~r is in a pointclass if the graph of F,. is in the pointclass. The 
games are not only determined, but have definable winning strategies. 
Theorem 0.3 (AD; Harrington-Kechris [8]). For all A < ~, , ,  ,, [or any A ~.-= "A, 
either I or 1I has a ,~,,,~ winning strategy for G/~.. 
The above theroems are also valid for games on tuples of ordinals and integers. 
Definition 0.4 Let F be a pointclass with ordinal 6 (e.g. F = H~, or ~), and 6 = 6),). 
and let A<& A subset of "(A k ×co ~) is pseudo-F if it is in the smallest class 
containing 
(a) open and close, relations that are F(~. . . . . .  tjk)-in-the-codes, for some 
~_o . . . . .  ~k < B, and 
(b) F relations with arguments in to and N (no ordinals!) 
and closed under ~o, and V ~. 
Theorem 0.5 (PD; Martin, Moschovakis [21]). Let h <~, ,~ i, let :~c'~(A~ × to'), 
and let G~ be the game on (A ~ ×to') with payoff set ~ (for !). ![ ~ is pseudo- i l~ 
for some m ~ co. then G ~ is determined. 
Theorem 0.5 was originally proved by Martin for a smaller class of ordinal 
games; th.~ general theorem is due to Moschovakis. Here, too, we can compute 
the complzxity of winning strategies. 
Theorem 0.6 (PD; Moschovakis [21]). Let h <~,,+1. :~c°' (h kx to~). and let G j, 
be the game on (A k × toi) with payoff set :~. 
(a) I f  .~ is pseudo-H~,,, i and i has a winning strategy, the.  I has a winning 
.strategy tr that is ..4 ~,, ~ ~( v, . . . . .  u., ) for some ordinals v,, . . . . .  v,. < 6~,, ~ 1. 
(b) I f  :~ is pseudo-~*~,,, 1 and I1 has a winning strategy, then II has a winning 
strategy "r that is A~.,z(vo . . . . .  v,,,) [or some ordinals go . . . .  v., <6~,,+1. 
1. The perfect set theorem lot collections o| X-sets 
In this section we generalize the definition of 'thin' from collections of reals to 
collections of A-sets. We then prove a generalized perfect set theorem, that is we 
prove that thin sets are well-orderabte. And finally we get some upper bounds on 
the cardinality of thin sets. 
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Definition 1.1. A non-empty set <~ of A-sets is perfect if there' is a countable set W 
of ordinals less than A such that 
(1) for all A, Be'¢?. if AnW=BfqW,  then A=B,  
(2) if 
<(;' = {fe w2 : (3A ~ <(~)(f is the characteristic functon of A f~ W)}. 
then z '  is a perfect set in the space w2, with the product topology, taking 2 
discrete (that is, "~,' is closed and has no isolated points). 
A set of A-sets is thin if it has no perfect subset. 
Proposition 1.2 A perfect ,set of A-sets is equinumerous with thecontinuum. 
Proposition 1.3 (AD). ff '(, is a set of A-sets and ~ can be well-ordered, then <~ is 
thin. 
We will prove the converse tff Proposition 1.3 below (Theorem I.Sk every thin 
set is well-orderable. 
Proposition 1.4 (AD). A well-orderc4 union of thin sets is thin. 
Proof. Suppose not and let fy= U~<,~fJ~, with each ~r~ thin. Let ¢~cW be perfect 
and let W be a countable subset of A such that <~ and W satisfy Definition 1.1. 
Let ~r '={AnW:A~,} .  Let <~'~={AnW:A~<~'n~:&}. Then ~ '= U~.:~,~. A 
well-ordered union of thin sets in w2 (in the ordinary sensel is thin. by [12]. But 
each '¢'~ is thin and z '  is not+ a contradiction. 
Definition 1.5. An ordinal A is reliable if there is a projective scale {~}~ on a 
projective set ~ such that each norm ~, maps onto an initial segment of the 
ordinals and such that 
sup{¢,(c~):i~to, o~ ~:~} = A. 
An ordinal A is semireliable if there is a reliable A' of the same cardinality as A. 
"Reliable" essentially means that every ordinal less than A can be coded so that 
all witnesses (with respect to a scalel are less than A. Consider, for example, a 
scale such that the first norm ¢o has length A. We can then code ordi~lals less than 
A via ~o,; that is a encodes the ordinal ~0(a). And for every ordinal code (element 
of ;Pl a, there are ordinals rh,~2 . . . .  all less than A, such that for all i~>l. 
¢,(a) = rl~. It may happen that cof(A)= to and the scale has length A, but each 
norm q~ has length less than A; an example of this is the Martin-Solovay scale on 
No, (see [18, Section 8H]). In this case, ordinals less than A must be coded by a 
pair consisting of an integer and a real. 
A H~,,+l-scale on a complete //~,,+, set has length 6L,+~. Hence 6~,,+1 is 
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reliable, and since it is a regular cardinal, a closed unbounded set of A's less than 
~i~,+~ are also reliable. The ordinal ~i:,,+ ~ is a successor cardinal; its predecessor is
a cardinal of cofinality to known as Kz,.~. For more information on these matters 
see [18, particularly 4C.14, 4E, and 7D.11]. Therefore ordinals of cardinality 
,~,~,+~ and ~2,. i  are semireliable. It is not known whether there are any other 
semireliable projective ordinals. 
Lemma 1.6 (PD; Moschow~kis [21]). Let A<~5~,.~ be reliable and let :~ be a 
I1~,,+~ set of A-sets. l[ ~ is thin, then card(!~)~card(A). 
A proof of Lemma 1.6 is given in [21]. We will repeat that proof in this paper. 
Our reason for includilg the proof here is that the basic idea of Moschovakis' 
proof will be used later in this paper, in a more complicated and confusing 
situation; the reader will have to understand the proof of Lemma 1.6 in order to 
follow the proofs of Theorems 2.5 and 4.9. 
Proo|  of Lemma 1.6. Let ff = {q~}~,, be the scale satisfying Definition 1.5 for the 
reliable ordinal A. To simplify the proof, let us assume that q5 is a scale such that 
the length of ¢o is A, and we will code ordinals via ¢o. The modifications n the 
proof needed to obtain the general result will be obvious. Let T be the tree on 
to × A associated with the scale. Let G~ be the game on,ordinals less than A 
described below. 
I d~,, ~h, dl, Tll d2, ~b 
(a.) (t,l) la2) 
On the ith move, I plays d~ ~ co and II plays t~ E 2. Also on the ith move, I plays 
an ordinal -q~ < A, and a real oq (played one integer at a time) that is an alleged 
code for ~ (as described below in more detail). Player I also plays witnesses (with 
respect o T) for his codes, and II plays alleged codes to keep l's codes honest. 
For example, on his first move, I will play an ordinal rl.. On subsequent moves 
of the game l will play co, cl . . . .  and ~1,~2 . . . . .  q~co, ~,<h.  Then 
(c,j, "q., cl, ~5J, c2, ~2 . . . .  ) will be a branch through T; if not I loses. Thus since we 
are coding ordinals via the first norm ¢o of the scale, if c~o = (co, cl . . . .  ), then ao is 
an ordinal code and laol ~ rio; this follows directly from the definition of scale, in 
[18, 4E]. Thus a .  is an alleged code for ~o, It may be fake, that is, it may be that 
la~,l < rio. To keep this code honest, on subsequent moves of the game I! will play 
c~,, c~ . . . .  and ~,  ,~ . . . . .  c~ ~ co and .~ < A. Then (c~, rio, c~. ,~, c~, tj~ . . . .  ) will be 
a branch through T; if not 11 loses. If 3' = (c~, e] . . . .  ), then 3' also is a code and 
13'1 <~ rio. If 13"1 > [t~ol, 1I has thus proved ~.hat I has not played an honest code, and 
hence will win the game. 
The above description also holds tor all the other rl~. All of this has to be 
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weaved together in some reasonable way. We only showed tne rh's and ai's on 
the above diagram, since if both players play honest codes (which is tlte interest- 
ing case), then that is all that really matters. The rest of the moves are witnesses 
that become irrelevant in this case. Note that all ordinals played are less than A 
(including witnesses). Note also that at any position of the game only finitely many 
ordinals and integers have been played. 
The payoff set is defined as follows: 
(i) Both players must play into the tree T; the first player to fail to do loses. 
(ii) If neither player loses because of (i). and one of l's codes is proved 
dishonest by 11, then I loses. 
(iii) Suppose neither player loses because of conditions (i) or (ii). Let 8 = 
(d,,, dt . . . .  ). I wins if and only if 
,,5 is a zl~.+l-code for ~ A-set D & D ~ ~ & Vi(tl = 1 <--> lot,[~ D). 
Claim.~. (1) I / I  has a winning strategy for G~, then ~3 has a perfect subset. 
(2) If II has a winning strategy for Gm, then card(~)~<card(A). 
Playing into the tree (conditioe (i)) is a closed condition, and comparing ordinal 
codes ~, and 3' to see whether [3,[ > i a~l (condition (ii)) is a projective condition on 
reals (for example, if the scale is a H~,+,.-scale, (ii) is a~,+0.  Since ~3 is lib,+t, (iii) 
is a H ~,,~ acondition on reals. So by Theorem 0.5 the game G~ is determined. So 
the lemma follows from the claims. The proof of the claims is just a modification 
of the usual argument in the perfect set theorem, which we outline below. 
Proof of Claim 1. Let tr be a winning strategy for I for G:~. Let W be a countable 
subset of A such that the following two conditions are satisfied: 
(a) W is closed under or. i.e. if p is any position in the game Gx in which it is I's 
turn to move, and all ordinals occurring in p, including witnesses, are in IV. then tr 
has 1 play s, a finite sequence, such that all ordinals in s are in W. 
(b) For all v e W, there is an honest code for u that can be witnessed with 
ordinals in W. i.e. for all v~ W, there is a real a and ordinals v~, v2 . . . .  in W such 
that ~o(a) = u. and for all i ~> 1, q~,(a) = u~. 
Such a W exists since A is reliable; for using dependent choice, for each u one 
can choose a code, and thus build up W. Fix once and for all, for each u ~ W. a 
code and witnesses atisfying (b). 
For every X~"2 ,  let 8 x, x × (ao, a~. . . .  ) be the play of I, assuming 1 plays via tr 
and 11 plays (to, t~ . . . .  ) = X, and when I plays rt~, I1 plays (for his challenge to l's 
code for rh) the fixed code and witnesses for r h chosen above. Let D x be the 
A-set coded by 6x ; it exists since 1 wins. If X-~ Y and k is the least integer such 
x Y that X(k)~ Y(k), then rtk =[a~[--I,~l, but I,~UI~ D" ,--,I,~1¢ D ~. So if x:P Y, 
then D x fq W-~ D v f3 W. Hence ~ '={D x f'l W: X~2} is uncountable. By the 
ordinary perfect set theorem for w2, ~ '  has a perfect subset q¢' (in the sense of sets 
in w2). Let ~;={DX: D x f) We%"}. Then ~ is a perfect set (in the sense of 
A-sets~. By definition of the payoff, ~' c ~. 
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Proo[ of Claim 2. Let ~- be a winning strategy for II. Let p be a position in the 
game in which it is I's turn to play an ",'Iv (That is, 1 has already played d~ and all 
witnesses to be played on the ith move; when "tl~ is played, l 's ith move is done 
and it is lI 's turn to play.) Let D bca  A-set. Define r rejects D at p if 
(1) p is consistent with ~-, 
(2) for all j< i ,  (~l, cD~, t j  = 1), 
(3) for all v<A,  if i plays rl, = v at p. then T calls for II to play t. such that 
(rl~ ~ D ~ t, = 0). 
Since each position p is a finite sequence of integers and ordinals less than A. 
and A is infinite, there are only card(A) many such positions, If r rejects D at p. 
then D is totally determined by p and ~'. So to complete the proof, it is enough to 
show that for all D6.~, there is a p such that r rejects D at p. 
Given D~,~,  suppose that there is no p such that 1" rejects D at p. Let 6 be a 
,t~,, ~ i-code for D. Consider the run of G,~ in which II plays according to ~-. I plays 
6 = (d., d~ . . . .  ) and plays ordinals, codes, and witnesses as follows. On the ith 
move, I plays for r/, the least v such that 
v~ D ~---~ ,r has ll respo,ld to v by playing t, = I. 
Such a v exists; otherwise D is rejected by r here. Then 1 chooses an honest code 
for rl, and witnesses (using dependent choice), and plays them on succeeding 
moves, Player 1 will win the game playing against 1". But r is a winning strategy. 
We have staled I.,cnlllla 1.6 for .¢1 ll~,,, ~, since that is all wc will llecd tO prove 
Theorem 1,8, below, However, the pr~of we gave clearly goes through for any .~ 
which is projective (and in fact hyperprojcctivc); it is in this more general form 
that Moschovakis [21] gives the theorem. A version of Lemma 1,6 was indepen-, 
dently proved b~ Harrington and Sami [9], at least for some A's. Their proof is 
entirely different, and it is not clear whether the A's for which their proof works 
are the same as those for which the above proof works, i,e. reliable A. Before 
Lemma 1.6 was proved, a similar theorem using the axiom of choice had been 
proved, in one version by Moschovakis [21] and others, in another version by 
Burgess [5]. That is, they essentially proved 
ZFC+ L[~] ~ AD 
that if .~ is a set of A-sets and .B is projective, 
else card(:~) ~card(h).  The trouble with tiffs 
V, not in L[~.~]; that card(:¢t)~card(A) in
wcll-orderablc in L[[}~]. 
in the theory 
then either ~'J~ has a perfect subset or 
theorem is that this cardinality is in 
V does not even imply that .J~ is 
In Lemma 1.6 and its variations, with or without choice, the hypothesis of the 
theorem is that ~ is definable. To generalize the perfect set theorem from reals to 
A-sets, we need a way of lifting the result from definable collections of A-sets to 
arbitrary collections. Lemma 1.7, below, is one way of doing it, Another approach 
was discovered by Sami [23], independently. We wish to thank A, Kechris for 
informing us of Sami's work. 
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ILemma 1,7 (ADI.  Let A < ii~,,+ t and let ,,d be a thin .set of A-sets. There is a set :~ 
of  A-sets s:<ch that 
( I ) , ,4c  .~ 
(21 :~ is thin 
(3) ~'A is I1~,,, 1. 
Proof. Cot:sider the following game: 
! do .  [3 .  d j .  131 d2, [32 • • • 
l i  in  u o l l  IPl2 " " " 
d,~,o. I~,I<A. ,n,~2. 
Let 6 = (d., dl . . . .  1. I wins if and only if 
6 is a A~,,, , -code for a .~.-set D & D c .,:,/& Vi(]/3~I ~ D <---> m~ = 1). 
Suppose 1 has a winning strat~.~yy. The same type of argument used in proving 
Claim I of Lemma 1.6 then shows :hat .*.¢ has a perfect subset. This contradicts 
the fact that :.¢ is thin. 
This is a Harr ington-Kechr is  game on A. with A < ~, ,+,  : note that the payoff set 
depends only on the ordinals played, not on the codes. So since l has no winning 
strategy, by Theorem I).3 land the remark following it) 11 must have a J~,,+t 
winning strategy. Call it -r. 
Let 'e+ be a countable set of codes for ordinals less than A. Let p be a finite 
sequence of the form 
(dl,.13,,.m,,,dl.[31. ml . . . . .  dk i.[~k t, mt: l, dkL 
Ihat is. a position in the game when it is l 's turn to play an ordinal code. Let B be 
a A-set. Define ~" rejects B at p relatit:e to '¢, if 
(al all ordinal codes occurring in p are in Y+. 
~bi p is consistent with r. 
(c) for all i<k ,  (l~,l~B<-->m~ = 1), 
(tl) for all /3~, ~'~. if ! plays /3~ at p. then "r calls for 1I to play m~ such that 
t1/3~!~/3 <--> m~ = (1~. 
Let .~A = {B: (Vcounlable set '(;. of codes for oldinals <At(:lp)('r rejects B at p 
relative to 'e t}. 
To l)fOve the lemma: 
(I) .+.tc .~. Let Dc- .d and choose a code <5 for D. Let ~c be a countable set of 
ordinal codes. If there is no p such that ~- rejects B at p relative to ~, [ can win 
the game playing against r by always playing ~ = (d., d~ . . . .  ) and playing the least 
elemen! of '~ (with respect o some fixed enumerat ionl  for which I- does not give 
the 'wrong answer'.  But ~" is a winning strategy, so there must be such a p. Hence 
.dc  :~. 
(2J .~ is thin. Suppose not; then there is a countable subset W of A such that 
.¢~'= {/3 f"l W: B ~:'A} is uncountable. Let ~ contain one code for each element of 
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W. By definition of :,B, such B f3 W in :~ is totally determined by ~- and by a finite 
sequence of integers and e lements  of W. So :~ is countable,  a contradict ion.  
(3) ,~ is I1~,,.1. 
[(8 is a ~. .~-code  for a subset D of A) & 
VtS[Vi(I(IS)~[ < A) --~::ls(s a finite sequence f rom w & 
s = (d,,  j0, m,, . . . . .  d~_ ~,/~. I. mk i, dt~) ,~ 
(Vi < k )(~'(do, (~l)io, mo . . . . .  d,, ([3)~ ) -~ m,) & 
(Vi < k)(l(/3)~,[~ D ~ m, = I) & 
v i  Vm(T(d,, .  (/3),,. ,.,, . . . . .  d~.  (t3k ,. ,n~_ ,. d~. (#),)  = , .  --. (l(t3),l ~ D 
m = 0)))]]. 
Since -r is ~ , , , I ,  this is I!,t,,~. 
We can now general ize the perfect set theorem from sets of reals to sets of 
A-sets, for semirel iable A. 
Theorem 1.8 (AD). Let A < ~, ,  ~ t be semireliable and let ...¢ he a set of A-sets. I f  .'d 
is thin, then card(.,~/)~<card(A), 
Proof .  Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7. 
Lemmas 1.6 and 1.7 which we have stated for the pointclass It ~,,, ~, actually are 
true for any class sutliciently like i1~,,,~, i,1 part icular for the class of inductiee 
sets. IND. Therefore Theorem 1.8 holdt; for a set of A's that is closed unbounded 
in M ~, the least non-hyperpro ject ive ordinal.  The obstacle to, general iz ing it to 
classes larger than IN I )  is that scales are needed, and IND is th .  • largest pointclass 
known to admit  scales, by [20]; see also [18, Section 7C]. It ca l  be shown that K :~ 
satisfies Theorem 1.8. Whether  every thin collection tff ,.;ubsets of IK~) * is 
wel l -orderable is open. 
Corol lary 1.9 (AD). Let A < ~,  + ~ be semireliable and let/.4 be a set of A-sets. If  ..d 
is well-orderable, then card(.~./)~<card(A). 
Corol lary 1.10 (AD). Let A <6~,, . t  and let .'4 be a thin set of A-sets. 
(a) There is a ~!:,,~ t set of rec~.'s ..4 # such that .*d # c: .'4" and every element of :d 
has at least one code in /4 #. 
(b) .',¢ is ~'~.~2. 
Proof.  (al The set of /t~,,+~-codes for h-sets is IIz,,,I i. Let tk be a II~,**~-norm on 
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this Ii~,÷~ set. For ~j<~z~,,+~ and r l<A. let 
~={/3 : /3  codes a set BcA&~O( I3 )<¢&n~B},  
~ = {/3 :O codes a set B c A& q~(/3)< ~5 & tie B}. 
The ~ 's  and ~"  t . s are all A2,,+~. 
By a theorem of Martin, /t2,,+ ~t  is closed under unions and intersections of 
62.÷~ (see [18, Theorem 7D.9]). So for any fixed A-set B and length less than 
~< ~ the set 
{0:/3 is a a~,,÷,-code for B& qs(/3)<~} 
is m ~ns and ~ns. By Theorem 1.8, A2 , . ,  since it's the intersection of A ' '~'" 7~,.
card(.,g)<i~,,+~ So for all ~<6~,,÷~, the set 
r¢~ ={/3:/3 is a A~,,+~-code for a A-set B&~(/3)<~&B~.~g} 
i I 1 ~1 .... ~ is a regular c~rdinal and card(M)<~,,+~, there is s A,,,+ ~. Since  a ~0 ~ ~2, t+ ~ 
such that every B ~.,~¢ has at leas ~ one code in .ff~.,. Let .~ - . ,  . Then satisfies 
(a). 
V!  (bl a ~.'¢/* ~ [~c~'(a'~.,d ~ & ~ and a '  code the same A-set)]. This is _~,~.  
I In Corollary 1.10. if M :? 0, then ,,~/is ,o t  Ai2. ~l, because the set of A~.+l-codes 
! 
for a fixed set B in .,g is I1~.+~ and not A2.+~. Thus ~.he restriction of the set of 
A~,,,,~-codes in (a) is necessary. 
Definition 1.11. An infinite cardinal A has the perfect set property if every thin set 
of ~-s; ~ has cardinality at most card(A). 
We do not know exactly which cardinals have the perfect set property. We 
conjecture that all projective cardinals do. Of course by Theorem 1.8, every thin 
set of A-sets has eardinality at most A*, where A* is ~he least semireliable ordinal 
greater than or equal to A, and hence is well-orderable. So in Definition 1.1 1, 
"thin" can be replaced by "well-orderable'. Besides the semireliable cardinals, 
there are three other classes of cardinals that are known to satisfy the perfect set 
property, namely: 
(1~ {~,,,: m ~co}, 
(2) {A: A ÷ is Rowbottom}, 
(3) {,~,, ~: n ~ ~o}. 
We will not prove ( i)  in this paper, but see the remark after Theorem 3.13 for 
more details on this point. Case (1) is due to Martin. A cardinal ~ >Rl is a 
Rowbottom cardinal if given any structure 21 = (A;  U , . . . )  (in the sense of model 
theory), with U a subset of A, if card(A)= ~: and card(U)<K, then there is an 
~)1'= (A' ;  U ' , . . . )  such that 21' is an elementary substructure of ~1. card(A' )= K, 
and U' is countable. Since no set of real.,: can have cardinality A +, it is easy to see 
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that A + Rowbottom implies that no ~t  of )t-sets has cardinality A ~, which takes 
care of case (2). Measurable cardinals are Rowbottom by [6, Theorems 7.3.14 and 
7.3.1 6]. The only projective cardinals ~ that we know for a fact are semireliable, 
have the property that A ~ is measurable. So (2) may well include the class of 
uncountable semircliable cardinals, Martin [17] has proved tha! N.,~2,, and N,,,,, 
are both measurable cardinals and both lie properly between (6~) ~ and Ks; most 
likely, neither N~,2 nor N~,~, is semireliable. (One non-measurable cardinal. N~, is 
also known to be Rowbottom, by [15].) Case (3~ is proved in the following 
theorem. 
Theorem 1.12 (AD). Let n e to and let .~¢ be a set of fi~,,+2-sets. I f  .'d is thin. then 
card• ,,'t) <~ li~,: +2 
Proof. For each ~<~,,~2, let .,q~ be the set of E-sets {Bn~:  B e.(.4}. Since .~,¢ is 
thin. by Theorem 1.8 it is well-orderable, hence [without using the axiom of 
choice) we can simultaneously well-order each .~,¢~, Let <t  denote this well- 
~'~ t}2,,~ _,, let be ordering of .,~t~. Let v~ be its order type. For all B e.~¢ and all ~ ~ t v~* 
the ordinal which is the rank of B n,~ in the well-ordering <~ of M~. 
There is a normal measme ~t on 6~,+ 2 such that the ultrapower of' ~,, ,~ with 
respect ~,o this measure, i i~, , ,z / tx ,  has length (6~,,.2}* (Kunen~see [10]). For 
B, CE..d deline B<~,(? it" for p.-a.e. ~. (Bn~I<~(CN~) .  Then <,  is a well- 
ordering of Jt. Let v he its order type. and for B e .~d let v m* denote the rank of B in 
this well-ordering. To complete the proof it is enough to show that v < (,~,,. 21 ~. 
Now 6~,,~2=(6~,,, ~' ,  and 6~,,, ~ satisfies the perfect set property by Theorem 
1.8, so for all ~<6~,~2. v~<~5~,.~. There is an obvious map from v into the 
ultraproduct I1~.,~.: vJp., namely the map that for each B ~.'d, takes v ~ to 
[,~ ~ v~]. This map is one-to-one and order preserving. Thus wc have 
,~ ": %. .  r 
Theorem 1.12 was also proved by Sami [23] and Martin. independently of each 
other and of the author. 
The perfect set property for to completely solves the problem of the possible 
cardinalities of sets of re~ds--every set of reals is either countable or eqtfiaumcrous 
with the continuum. It does not comlqetcly solve the problem for uncotmtablc 
cardinals ,L although it is a lirst step in that direction. Consider the simplest case. 
N~. The four sets to, to I, Pow(to), and Pow(to,) are each a set of Nt-sets. and all 
four have different cardinalities (in the sense of injections, not surjections). They 
are ordered (by injection) as '/ollows: 
_ - I .  
Pow(to )~ 
to  
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The sets to~ and Pow(to) are incomparable,  and there are no  sets that go 
between to and Pow(to) or between to and tot on the above diagram. So there are, 
a priori, four other  types of sets .~¢ ~ Pow(to~) that could occur. They are the four 
listed below, where II.,¢ll<ll:~ll means there is an injection from .'d into :~: 
(!} .,4 is incomparable with e i ther  tot or Pow(to). 
(2) II,o,!1<11.~,~1t and .',¢ is incomparable with Pow(to). 
(3) IIPowtto)lt<l[.~¢il and .,~¢ is incomparable with toj. 
(4) Ilto,ll<ll.',~ll and ItPow(to)ll<ll.~¢ll. 
The perfect set property for Nj shows that no set of type (1) or (2) exists. 
Whether  any sets of type t3) or (4) exist is open. 
2. The largest thin H~,,+j~A) and v~.+2(A) sets 
In this section we show that ~:here is a largest thin /l~l,+t(A) set and a largest 
thin Z~,,+=(A) set of subsets of A. 
Theorem 2.1 (PD). Let f~r(o~,/3) be a XI,,+I relation. Let 
f f  (a) C:~ V/3(~/(a,/3)----> {3 is a .'t~,,+~-code for a subset of  61,,÷l) & 
the set f.r,, = {B :: l /3C/(a,/3) &/3 codes B~ is thin. 
Then :7 is I1~,, ,~ t. 
Proof. Let 
0{ a ~ ¢¢, V/3{;/(a,/3 ~ ---:,/3 is a A~,, ~ rcode  for a subset of ~2~,.. ~~. 
Clearly O is l l~,,,t .  So it is enough to show that if O(a) ,  then '~,, is not thin'  is 
S,~,,~(a), uniformly in a. So consider only a ' s  such that O(a) .  Let B e be the 
i~,,.~ set coded by /3. 
For any countable A c ~i~,, + l, let ~r A = {B fq A : B ~ fy,~}. Then by definition of 
thin (I .  11, f .r is no', thin if and only if there is an A ~ JP.-:,(6~n÷l) such that ct,A, is 
not thin (as a subset of A2, i.e. in the ordinary sense). So 
f/~ is not thin ¢~ :I7[(Vi =l/3(£r(a, 13) & (3'), ~ B~)) & the set 
L,', = {X ~ ~2 ::l/3(.~(t~,/3) & Vi (X( i )=  1 ~ (V)~ c B~))} is not thin]. 
S~ is 2~,,, I(c~, 3'), uniformly in or, 3'. So by a theorem of Kechris [12], 'S~ is not 
thin'  is ~ , ,+, (a ,  3'), uniformly in ,z, 3'. 
Theorem 2.2 (PD; Kechris [11, 12] for A ~<Ni). Let A <6~,+t .  There ,s a largest 
dtin H~,,+1(A) set o[ A-sets. 
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Proof. Let a//(m, a,/3) be universal 112.+~. Let ~ be a H~.+t-norm on 0//. Let 
~r(m, ~,/3) ~ lal -- x & ~(m,  ,~ ~) ,~ V,~' V~'[(l~'l = x & 
t im,  a' , /3')  ~< t0(m, a,/3)) ---,/3' codes a A-set] & 
= {B c A :3~' ~/3'(/3' codes B & la'l = X ,~ 
$(m, a',/3') ~(m,  a,/3))} is thin. 
By Theorem 2.1, ,~ is H.~,, ~t(A). Let if,,, = {/3 :W, ( l~ l  = X -- ,  f f0n ,  a, t~))}, at, d let 
9", = {B c A :::1/3 ~ 0",. such that/3 codes B}. if,. is H~.+t(A), uniformly in m, and 
by Proposition 1.4, each 9"- is thin. Since • is universal, every thin H~.+,(A) set 
of A-sets is a if ' ,  for some m. So (_J,,, ff~,, is the largest hin H~..t(A) set of A-sets. 
Although Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 are consequences of PD. i.e. full AD is not 
needed, they seem to be useless without he coding lemma, which requires AD. 
Let ~x ~._,,.~ denote the largest thin //~,,+~(A) set of A-sets. Thus %~'~..~ is the 
largest thin //~+~ set of reals, which is usually denoted by %~2..t (see [12] for 
more on %'~.+t). The usual method [12] of obtaining the largest hin .~.~ 2 set of 
reals from the largest hin/-I~..+~ set, does not seem to work for sets of A-sets. The 
problem is that we have no uniformization theorem for A-sets. The largest hin 
.~,~+2(A) set has to be characterized in another manner, n~mely be the definability 
of its members. This is the subject of the rest of Section 2. 
Lemma 2.3 (AD). Let A<6~o÷t and let A be a A-set. The followirig are 
equivalent: 
(a) There are ordD~als ~o . . . . .  ~ <~5~,,, ~such that A is A~,,~ t(~o . . . . .  .~). 
(b) There are ord;nals ~o . . . . .  ~ <6~..~ such that A is ~-'~.,,+2i~o . . . . .  ~).  
(c) There is an ordinal ~.c6~.+~ such that A is X~.+z(~). 
Proof. That (a) ::), (b) is trivial, and since sequence coding (via the G(~del order- 
ing) is A~,,+2, clearly (b):::), (c). 
To prove that (c) ::), (a), let P//(a,/3) be ~,,~_, such that for all t~ ~ .~', if It~l = ~. 
then C~(a,/3)e'~]/31~A), Let fz~(a,/3,~/) be ll~,,,i such that ,,,/~(~,/3)¢:~ 
::1~, fy(~, [3. 7'). Since !y is ll~,,÷~ there is a recursive function J':NxdfxN----~/" 
such that (a,/3, 3')~@ ¢:> ]'(a,/3. y)~ 5¢, where ~ is the complete l I~..t  set used in 
coding ordinals less than ~ via the . .  ~2,,.t 62.+t. norm Since t is a regular cardinal. 
there is an ~<~, , ,~  such that for all v6A,  there are reals ct,/3,7, such that 
I~1 = t~, 1/31 = v, ~(o~, (3, 3'), and ~(f(o~,/3, ~,))< ~. Thus 
This is a ~,,~t(tj, rl) definition. So A is ~,,.t(~,~l). Hence (A\A) is 
Ll~.+t(~, rl, A) and since (b):ff (c) it is ~,,÷z(~'), for some ~j'<i$~..t. Now by the 
above argument applied to (A\A) rather than to A, (A\A) is ,r~ (~, -, ,+~ .r l ' )  for 
~;ome rl '<6~..~. Hence A is ,a2,,.t(A,t ~, rl, ~", "0'). 
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Let W~.+~={A ~ A ::1,~<6~,,+~ such that A is -~.+2(,~)}- 
Lemma 2.4 tAD). For all h<6~.+).  <~z.+2~" is ~..+z(A). 
l~oof. Let W* ={o~:ol is a ~t,,~ t-code for a subset A of A& A E~r~).+2}. It must 
be shown that ~'* is .v~,,+.(A). 
ac%'*¢:~.~ is a ,;l.~.+~-code for a subset A of h& 
(':I~(), ~:~ <8~.~,)(A is ' . . . .  /t ~.+t(~,) . . . . .  ~ )) 
¢* a is a A~.+ t-code for a set D.~ ~ h & 
(B~,, . . . . .  ~:~ <~, ,+ 0(:irl <8~.+~)(3 a recursive function 
f :N~ .2 __, ~)(V/3~) . . . .  /3~ )[(lilt)[ = 5o & " ' "  & !/3~ I = ~:~ ) --> 
VT(T~ D. ~ (f(-,./3,) . . . . .  /3~)~ ~& ~0(/(%/3o . . . . .  /3~)) < rt))]. 
The first equivalence is Lemm~ 2.3; the second equivalence is a standard 
boundedness argument. It gives a v~,,..(h) definition of ~*. 
Theorem 2.5 tAD; Moschovakis [21], Kechris [11.12] for A ~<N~). Let A <St.+~. 
¢~,,,~ is the largest thin ~) . . . (h )  set of A-sets. 
Proof. It is clearly well-orderable, hence thin. It is .~,,+2(A) by Lemma 2.4. To 
complete the proof it is enough to show )hat if :'/I is any thin .Y.~,,÷2(h) set of 
h-sets, then for every A~,~, there exist ~o . . . . .  ~k<6.~,,+l such that A is 
v~,,. ,(~,, . . . . .  ~).  
Fix such a ,~/k Recall the proof of Lemma 1.6; what is shown there is that if 
A ~.~. there is a linite sequence of ordinals p such that A is totally determined by 
p and a fixed winning strate~:y r. That is, A is definable from p. To prove 
Theorem 2.5. following Moscho~akis [21], we modify the proof of Lemma 1.6 to 
make A definable from p in a ~, ,+.  way. 
Let '(,'(3', 8) be v~. . .  such that if Y,(3', 8). then 3' codes an ordinal less than 6~,,+1 
and 8 is a /t~,,+~-code for a 13'L-set, and such that for any 3'~N, if 13~t = A, then 
V8['~(3', 8)¢:~ (8 is a ~,,+ i-code for a A-set D~ & D~ ~:~t]. 
Let V(%&t-) be !1~,,.,~ such that ~C(3',5)¢:~3eg~(3',&e). L t S be the tree 
as:~ociated with a II~,,~t-scale on ;y. Let T be the tree associated with a 
11~,,+ l-scale used to code ordinals, as in Lemma 1.6. Consider the following game 
on ordinals less than ~3~,,+~: 
i A, do ,  eo, ~#, ~. dl, et, ~t,  ~h d2, e2, ~2, 7)2 • • • 
(V) (ao) (al) (a2) 
1I to tl t~ • • • 
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The above diagram is to be interpreted in the same way as the diagram used in 
the proof of Lemma 1.6. That  is, I plays an ordinal r1~<6~,,~1 and a real t~, 
(played one inte~'~r at a t ime) that is an alleged code for rb Player I plays 
witnesses (with respect to T) for his codes and Ii plays alleged codes to keep I's 
codes honest,  i also plays A on Iris lirst move and gives an alleged code ",/ for A 
which 11 will challenge. In addit ion. ! plays d, ~_ to. e, ~ to..~, <~i~,,, ~ and Ii plays 
t, ~.2. 
The payoff set is defined as follows: 
(i) Both players must play into the tree T, as in Lemma 1.6; the first player to 
fail to do so loses. 
(ii) As in Lemma 1.6, if one of I's codes is proved dishonest by !I, then I loses. 
(iii) For all i, (-/(0), do, eo, ¢~o . . . . .  3'(i). di. e~. ~,) must be in the tree S - -  if not I 
loses. 
(iv) Suppose neither player loses because of (i), OiL or (iii). Let 6 = (d.. d~ . . . .  k 
Condit ion (iii) implies that the 3' played by I is actually an ordinal code and that 8 
i~ a ,$~,,.t-code for a subset Da of t3'I. 1 wins the game if and only if 
Vi(t, = 1 ~ Io4 [~ Da). 
The same argument used in the proof of Lemma 1.6 will show thai I! has a 
winning strategy. Note that {i) and (iii) in the definition of the payoff arc clopen 
condit ions on sequences of ordinals, easily x'~,,, ~(A), hence by l emma 2.3..1~,,, 1 
in ordinals less than 8~,,, ~, and that (ii) and (iv~ arc ..l~,,, ~ condit ions on reals. So 
the game is pseudo-*~,,,  2(A I. hence by Theorem 0.6, II has a winning strategy 
st'oh that there exist ordinals v,, . . . . .  v i < ~,,~ ~ such that ~- is ~t~,,,2(~t . . . . . .  t,~ I. 
Let A ~ :~. Again by the same proof as in Lemma 1.6. there is a position p in 
the game such that .r rejects A at p. Say p contains the ordinals 0 . . . . . . .  0£. Then 
A is easily *~.~2(vo . . . . .  v,, 0. . . . . .  G) .  which proves the thcercm.  
Thus '~,,~2=~2,,,2, the largest thin v~,,, 2 set of reals (see [1211. 
Proposition 2.6. If A <71 <~, ,~ ~, then ~, , .2  is a proper subset o] "~,,~2. and in 
fact, ~h -{Ac%~. .  AcA}.  "~2pl + 2 - -  2 ~ 
Corollary 2.7 (AD;  Moschovakis [21]). Let A < ¢i~,,, t. "¢ ~,,, : is the h)rgest thin set 
o[ A-sets which is x'~,,, ~(~,) . . . . .  ~t~) lot troy ~ . . . . . . .  ~ less than ~i~,,, ). 
Proot. Let fd be a thin ?"~,,~2(,~,, . . . . .  ,~) set of A-sets. Let rl<~,~,,, t c~ le  tile 
sequence (A,~o . . . . .  G) .  Sequence coding is J~,,.2 and A<r l .  so 'y is a thin 
~,,+2(r l )  set of rl-sets. By Theorem 2.5, fyc~, ,+~,  hence by Proposit ion 2.6. 
, l  (~2n +2 '  
We do not know whether  Proposit ion 2.6 or Corol lary 2.7 is true for the 
~, ,+ l ' s .  We have not been able to prove that for all A. Z~,,~:/:Z~,,.2,  but 
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conjecture that it is true, and that in fact (¢~:^  is not I11 .... (A) and ~, ,+t is not 
The results of Section 2 all relativize to an arbitrary real o~ in a routine manner. 
Thus for all A</ i  ~,,~j and all aeN,  there are largest t;.in l l l , ,+t(~,A) and 
vt , (a A) sets of A-sets, which we denote by g~,, . t (a)  and ~2 .... taJ. respec- 
tively. 
Theorem 2.8 (AD). Let A <-" ii2,,~ ~ i and let .~ be a th!n set of A-sets, Then there is 
(ltl £¥ E .,~" such  tll(ld .~,~ c-(~'~,2n÷2~O/).~ 
Proof. Corollary 1.10 and the re ativized version of Theorem 2.5. 
Every theorem in this sectioh through Corollary 2.7 is absolute for Light. 
Thc,)rcm 2.8. of course, is not. 
3. The inner model H2., 
There is a close relationship between the constructible universe L and the 
pointclasscs I l l  and S~. This fact has led to several different attempts to find 
analogs of L for tile higher analytical pointclasses, that is, inner models that are 
related to the pointclass 3"~,,, : in the same way that L is related to v~. However. 
there is more than one theorem connecting L and v~, and the attempt to 
generalize two different properties of L may lead to two distinct models. In fact. 
this turns out to be the case. In [2], two different analogs of L, known as M z''+z 
and L 2'' '-'. are presented. While both of these models are interesting, and in fact 
arc quite good analogs of L with regard to sets of reals, they are worthless with 
regard to sets of A-sets. For both are models of V = L[bR], with countably many 
reals, and thus no interesting subset of A (e.g. the set of ordinals of cofinality ¢o in 
V) can be in them. 
Since our interest in this paper is in sets of A-sets, we have no use for either 
M TM'-~ or L 2'''2. What we wish to study here is a third analog, which is similar to 
L with regard to A-sets. It is a classical theorem of Shoenfield that every v~ 
subset of ~o is in L. This was later strengthened by Solovay, Kechris, and 
Moschovakis. who showed that any subset of Nt that is W-in-the-codes is in L 
(see [14] or [4]). Thus L is the smallest model containing all ordinals and 
containing every subset of / i t (  = Nt) that is X,~-in-the-codes. Our analog, H2,+ ~. is 
the smallest model containing every subset of of,,+ t that is X~,,+2.-in-the-codes; a 
more precise definition is given below. 
Definition 3.1. Let G c (o ×~ be a good (in the sense of [18, 3H. 1]) universal set 
in ,..v~,,~ 2. Let G '~o×~l , .  t be the relation 
G'(m, .£) ¢:> :1/3[/3 E If & ,~ (13) = ~: & G(m,/3)], 
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where W is the H~.. ~-norm on the H~,,~ 1set :1: "hat is u~d in coding ordinals less 
than ,;,~,,+~ (see Section 0~. Let H2..1 = L[G']. 
The model H2.+ I is independent of the choice of ~, ~. and G. For if ~t'o, ~o, Go 
and .7'1, sol. G1 are different, then for all m, the set [~.:G(,(m, ~j)} equals the set 
{~ :G~(tfi, ~i} for some ~, where the map m ~ th is recursivc, since tw~ norms 
I can be compared in a z~2.+ 2 way using Theorem (l.i (see [18.8G.21]j. For the 
sequel we fix some :t~, ~, G. It is clear from the above definition that Hz,,+l is 
actually the smallest ransitive model of ZFC containing all ordinals and contain- 
ing every subset of, o2.÷1"1 that is ~.~.~2-in-the-eodes, as promised. Therefore 
HI=L.  
The model H2. ~ ~ is absolute for L[~2], and therefore so are the theorems about 
H:.+z that follow. But recall that, for the purposes of this paper, we have 
embedded ourselves in L[L-q] and are assuming that AD is true. Since we are 
dealing with models, it will be convenient to use the phrase 'in V'; hence, in this 
paper, 'V '  is a universe in which AD is true. 
The models H2,,~ were first defined and studied by Moschovakis in [18. 
Section 8G]. Here in Section 3 of this paper we will state many of the basic 
properties of H:,,+I, often without proof; whenever no proof is given here. it can 
be found in [18] or in Moschovakis [21]. 
First of all, the tree T 2''~1 associated with a ll~.+~-scale on a !i~,,., set, is 
A~,,~:-in-the-cl~des, hence in H2,,,I. Any model containing T -''~J is 2"~...- 
correct. Hence H2,,+ ~ .'rod every extension of H~,,, 1 is v~,,, ~-correct; in this it is 
indeed analogous to L. This implies that /t~,,, i-determinacy is true in H2, , . , -  
H,,,+, is a "partially playful universe'. However. ll~..+l-determinacy is false in 
H2p~+l. 
H2,~+ t also bears the same relationship to regularity properties of X~.,,+= that L 
bears to X~. For the results connecting H2..m with Lebesguc measurability and 
the property of Baire, see [ 18, 8G]; in this paper we are ~,ot concerned with either 
of these subjects. We are, however, concerned with .'t third regularity property, 
the perfect set property. Every ~5~,,~.2 set of reals is either contained in Hz.+l or 
else has a perfect subset. For L this is due to Solovay [25]; the general theorem is 
due to Kechris and Moschovakis [13]. We will generalize this result from sets of 
reals to sets of A-sets. 
It is well known that if ~. rl <,'ql, A ~ 3q, then membership in L~[A] is /t ~(~, A), 
uniformly. This generalizer to higher levels of the analytical hierarchy. IActually 
they are z~](,5, A) bul~ this does not generalize.) By I '(A), where A <: A, we of 
course mean l '(a), uniformly for all codes a for A. 
Theorem 3.2 (AD). Let  t~, .r I < ~. .  ~. and let A c .11. 
(at Membership in L~[A] is A~.+2(~,A), i.e. the set {P,c ,~:BEL, [A]} is 
A~,,~2(~, A), uniformly in ~, A. 
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(b) Truth in L~[A] is A~,+2(,~, A), i.e. the set 
{(k, B) c to x Pow(~): B ~ L~[A] & L~[A] ~ q~ (B)} 
is ,a~,.:(,~, A), uniformly in ~, A, where q~ denotes the formula of .set theory with 
G&lel number k. 
The idea of the proof is similar to the proofs for L. Each Lt[A ] has cardinality 
less than %,+, ~j and o2,,+~ ~ -(K2,+,)- +, so it is isomorphic to a stL-ucture (M; E) 
where M is a subset of x2,~.~ and E is a binary relation on K2,+~. Thus, e.g. truth 
in L~[A], involves quantification only over K2,,+~, just as truth in L~ (~ countable) 
involves only quantification over w. And by Theorem 0.1, A~,+ 2 is closed under 
quantification over x2,,+v Detailed proofs can be found in [2], [8], and [18]. We 
wish to warn the reader that the codings and computations involved are very 
complicated and very long- - i t  is not as simple as the above remarks make it 
appear to be. 
Corollary 3.3 (AD). Let ~, rl <~,+~ and let A ~ ~. If A is A~n+2(~)- then: 
(a} membership in L~[A ] is A~.+2(~. rl). 
(b) truth in L~[A] is A~t,,+2(,~. rl). 
Definition 3.4. Let ~k be the ...v~,,+2-norm on G that is obtained from a H~,,+~- 
norm in the canonical way (that is, if G =3'~F and ~k' is a H~,. 1-norm on F, then 
4~(/3) = inf{~'(a./3): F(a,/3)}). Let G*c  to × 8~,,÷ ~ x ,5~,, ~ t be the relation 
G*(m. ~., ~} ¢:~ ~B[/3 ~ :t' & ~(~} = ,~ & G(m, /3) & ~b(m,/3) < rl]. 
Lemmn 3.5 (PD). (a) G* is ,.a~,+2. 
Ib) H2,,÷~ = L[G*]. 
Proof. (a) This is a routine computation. 
(b) Since G'(m. ~) ¢~ 3,1 G*(m, ~, 71 l, clearly G '~ L[G*]. By (a). there is a k ~ w 
such that G*(m. ~. rll ¢* G'(k, (m, ,~, ~)). so G*e L[G'] = H2,+~. 
Although L[G'] = L[G*], their canonical constructibility orderings are differ- 
ent. Let ~<2,,. ~denote the canonical constructibility ordering of L[G*]. For ~: an 
ordinal, H2,,~ I ~ denotes the set of all elements of H2,,+l whose rank in the 
well-ordering ~2""  is less than ~. 
Theorem 3.6 (AD; Moschovakis [18]). Let ~, 71 <~.+, .  
(al Membership in H2n. 1 [ ~ is A~n.~.2(~). 
(b) Truth in H2,,.1 [ ~ is i zi2.+2(,f). 
(c} The ordering <2,,+t i' (Pow(~)NH2,,+, t ,~) is A~,,+2(¢. rl). 
ll~roo|. Both (a) and (b) follow easily from Corollary 3.3 and Lemma 3.5, while (c) 
is a special case of (a) and (b). 
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Corollary 3.7 (AD; Moschovakis [18]). (a~ Let A<a~,,+. Jnd let A be a A-set. 
Then A ~ I-t~,,,~ i[ and only i[ there is a ~<~t  ÷~ such that A is v~,,+~(,~). 
(hi Let A be a 6~,,,~-set, If there is a ,~<~, ,~ such that A is .v~,,,a(~), then 
A ~ H2,,, 1. 
Proof.  (a) Suppose A is ~,,,2(~). Then there is a k ~_ to such that for all rl < A, 
"q ~ A <:~ G'(k. (~, ,~)I, so A ~ Hz,,~-~. Co,wersely suppose A ~ H._,,+ I. Since A 
L[G*]. A c: A <6~,,+~. G* c to x ,~,,+~ × 6.t.+~, and ~i~.+ ~is an uncountable regu- 
lar cardinal, a standard collapsing argument shows that A e L,,[G* n(to × v x v)] 
for some v<f~, , . t .  So A is in H2,,~t 1' 0 for some 0<6~,,+~. Say A is the ~lth 
element of H~,,~ with respect o <2,,+~; then r~<6~,,÷~. So
v '~AC~,v '<A & (H : .+~'v '  is in the rlth st~bset of A (w.r.t. <~"+~j'. 
By Theorem 3.6 this is .v~.~ 2(A. 0, rl). Letting tj<6~,,.~ encode the triple (A. O. ~). 
(b) The proof is similar to the proof for {at. 
It is not true thai every 6~,,+~-set in H,,, ~ is v~,.2(~) for some ,~<6~,,. ~. For 
the set of g,~,,, ~-sets that are can be well-ordered in H2,,~ ~ with order type £~,~, ~. 
and hence can:,ot be the power set in H.,,,~ ~. 
Corollary 3.8 (ADh Let A <~,,~ ~ and let A ~ A. if A ~ H2,,,t,  then there exist 
. . . . . . .  ~ less than ~,,~ 1 such that A is A~,,  i(~ . . . . . . .  ~ ~. 
Proof. Lemma 2.3 and Corollary 3.7'. 
Corollary 3.9 {AD: Moschovakis [21 ]). Let A < d4,,, ~, Then Pow(A ) n H:,,. ~ is 
'(.~,,.,, the largest thin v~,.~(A) set o[ A-sets. 
Proof. Corollary 3.71a), the definition of ~(;A,,,~2. and Theorem 2.5. 
As shown in the proof of Corollary 3.7. A c A <6~,,, ~ is in H2,,,t if and only if 
there is a ~<6~,,+~ such that A~H2. ,~ I~j. Thus by Theorem 3,6(ah 
Pow(k) A H~,,, ~ is ~'~,,+::(A). This gives a,a alternative v~,, ,21A ) delinition of the 
set Y,~,,~> By Corollary 3.9. every v~,,,,(Ai set of A-sets is either contained in 
/q2,,~ ~ or else has a perfect subset; hut for sets of A-sets, unlike sets of reals, it is 
not true that the perfect subset must have a code in H?..+j, in any sense. For 
example, let A be the least ordinal such that no code for A is in H:. .~. Consider 
the set of reals that code A. This set ot to-sets (hence of A-sets) is -v~.+_4A) (in fact 
A~.+~(A)), and it has a perfect subset; but no tree corresponding to such a perfect 
set can be in H2.+~, since no branch of it is. 
Most of the subsets of 6.~.+ ~ that are likely to occur in practice are ~.'2,,+z(~) '~ for 
some ~ < a~.+~, hence are in H2,,+ ~. For example, the set of ordinals of cofinality 
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to (in V) is in Hz.+~. (Not all of these ordinals have cofinality to in H2,,÷t. This 
follows from Theorem 3.11, below.) Also in Hz.+~ are the set of ordinals of 
cofinality ~ (in V), for any K <~5~,,+~, the uniform indiscernibles (i.e. indiscerni- 
bles of L[a] for all a eX),  the ordinals with zl~.÷~ codes, the reliable ordinals, 
etc. Also, the tree associated with any H.t.+~-scale will be in H2.+~ (since it is 
~t,,+2-in-the-codes). Pow(A)n H._.+t is a very rich set. Theorem 0.6 shows that 
pseudo-H~,,.~ games on ordinals have A~.÷ 2 winning strategies; combining this 
theorem with Theorem 3.7, we see that another important collection of sets 
consists of elements of H2,,÷,. 
Corollary 3.10 (PD; Moschovakis [21]). Let A<~.+I  and let G be an ordinal 
game on tuples of ordinals less than A and integers. 
(a) If G is pseudo-H~.,+l and I has a winning strategy, then some winning 
strategy for 1 lies in H2.+ I. 
(b) If G is pseudo-2f~.÷ 1 and II has a winning strategy, then some winning 
strategy for 11 lies in H2n+ I. 
Recall the proof of Theorem 2.5. We showed there that if :~A is a thin -,v~,+:(A) 
set of A-sets, there is a pseudo-~,,÷~ game such lhat if ~" is any winning strategy 
for II for the game, then for all A ~:~A there is a position p such that ~" rejects A at 
p, and in addition we provcd that I1 does have a winning strategy. This, plus 
Corollary 3.101b), gives another proof that thin ~,.+2(A) sets of A-sets are 
contained in H2,,+~, 
"1 ~e well-ordering <2,,+~ gives a canonical mapping from Pow(A)n H2..~ into 
ordinals; since H2,,+~ is rich in sets of ordinals, it must also be rich in sets of 
A-sets. We will give only one example of a set of A-sets that can be proved to be 
in H2,,, ~ by this technique. By [10], the to-closed unbounded filter on ~ is an 
ultrafilter, for all m, odd or even. 
Theorem 3.11 tAD: Moschovakis [3]). Let m < 2n + i and let °ll be the to-closed 
unbounded filler on 8~,,,. Then #l t H2.~ is in H2..~. Hence H2.+~'(8~.) v is a 
measurable cardinal'. 
Moschovakis [31] has in fact proved that, in H2,,+ I, there arc infinitely many 
measurable cardinals, with measurcs of high order. These cardinals are all 
between N~ / and (~, , .0  v. By Scott's Theorem, no K ~>(~t.+0v is measurable in 
H2,,, t. and by [3]. no K <N v is. 
The models H2,,~ t can be relativized to an arbitrary real a in the following way: 
Definition 3.12. Let G,. c toxN be a good universal se! in ~,,+2(o~). Let G~c 
to × ~5~.. ~ be the relation 
G'~(m. ~) ¢:~ 3/3[/3 ~.'f & ~(18) = ~& G~(m,/3)]. 
Let n2,,. I[Ot] = L[G',,]. 
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It is not known whether L[G',,]=L[G',a], although the latter is clearly a 
subclass of the former. It is also not known whether H2,+~ is L[T2~+~], where 
T 2"+1 is the tree associated with a Ht,,+~-scale (which is in H2,+0, nor is it even 
known whether L[T 2"÷1] is independent of the choice of the scale. Incidentally, 
L [T  2"+t] is another analog of L, the smallest model containing the analog of the 
Shoenfield tree. It can be shown, however, that for any a, L [T  2"+~, a], L[G', a], 
and H2,,~.~[a] all agree on sets of rank less than ~/ .  
The results of this section all relafivize to Ha,, ~[a]  in a straightforward way. By 
Theorem 2.8 and the relativized version of Corollary 3.9, for X </~, , .  i. every thin 
set of A-sets is contained in H2,.~[a], for some a ~.,'¢. We can actually get a 
slightly stronger esult. 
Theorem 3.13 (AD). Let .,~¢ be a thin set of ~, , ,  t-sets. Then there is an c~ ~ )¢" such 
thai .,.q ~ H2,,+ dot]. 
Proof, By Theorem 1.8, card(.v¢)~5~,+j. Let F:,5~+1--+.,a/ be a surjection. Let 
~i2,,+, x o~.+l :rl e F(()}. It will suffice to prove that E is in some 
H2,,+~[a]. By [18. 7D.20] E is H~.+~-in-the-codes; let a be a real such that E is 
ll~,,+l(a}. Then E~ H2,,,l[c~]. 
Martin has proved that for any m ~ 1, and any a E.N', 
It2,,~ L[a] ~ 'There exists a measurable cardinal 
K such that N v<K <N~i,l." 
Therefore, 
(2s~,)H~., ,I.,I .v  
and so in V, 
card(Pow(N v) A H2,,. t[c~]) = N .... 
So by Theorem 3.13, N,,, satisties the perfect set property. Martin's unpublished 
proof uses the Kunen measures (see [24]) and therefore probably cannot be 
generalized to cardinals above N~. 
We have shown that H,_,,+t is closely connected to the pointclass v.~,,.,, with 
respect to .,;ets of A-sets. To summarize, Pow(A)NH2,+I is the set of all A-sets 
definable in a ~, , ,~  way from ordinals less than 15~,,. t, and it is also the largest 
thin v~,, ~2(A) set of A-sets. In this respect, !'t~,,, 1 is very L-like. But it is unlike L 
in other respects, for example in the existence of measurable cardinals or in the 
fact that collapsing arguments do not work. Some more L-like properties of 
H2,,+t will be proved in the next two sections. 
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4. On the generalized continuum hypothesis in H2.+~ 
Suppose there is a A <~i~..~ and a set :d of A-sets such that card(M) = A+*; this 
possibility is not ruled out by anything in Section 1. If it occurs, by Theorem 3.13 
,e/cH2.÷~[a], for some at, and so clearly H2,,.l[ot]l=2~'>A ÷. Hence if this 
situation occurs a relativized H2,~÷~ violates the GCH, and in fact, using a basis 
theorem it is easy to show that H2,,,.~ itself violates it, for some m. We don't 
know whether such an/d  can exist, but since we are unable to prove it cannot, we 
clearly cannot prove the GCH. We will, however, prove that the GCH holds for 
certain A's. 
Call an ordinal A H~.+~-reliable if it satisfies Definition 1.5 for a scale {~¢~}~_~ 
that is 11~..1(~), for some ordinal ~<~.+~.  
A !l~,,~ -scale of length ~5~.. t satisfies the above definition, as does that scale 
cut off at some ~ </i~,,_~ .Hence there is a set of//~.÷~-reliable A's that is closed 
unbounded in ~2,,  ÷~. We will prove that H_ .... ~ ~: 2 ~ = A ~, for all H~.+~-reliable A. 
We, of course, already know that the perfect set property holds for these A's, so 
the problem mentioned above cannot occur. While the perfect set property for ~. 
is related to whether H2,,.~ t= 2 ~' = A +, neither fact is known to imply the other. 
The proof for l l~..t-rel iable A is the subject of this section. We first define a 
well-ordering <~' of Pow(A)~ H.,,.~, then prove it is 'good', and finally that it has 
order type (A+) ~:,,.,. We do not know whether <~' is the constructibility ordering 
<~,,,~ i. In Section 5 we will apply these results to the study of the structure of 
c ,k " 
~ '2n  ~ 2"  
First we must relativize H2,,, ~ to an arbitrary element of :#,¢,(A). the family of 
countable subsets of A. 
Definition 4.1. For A <~it2.*t and A ~.~,(A) let H2._~[A]=L[G*,A] (where 
G* is as in Definition 3.4). Let <~ denote the canonical constructibility ordering. 
and let ~<A be the restriction of ~<~ to Pow(A). 
Thus ~<'~ is a well-ordering of (Pow(A)N H2,,. i[A]). This notation is ambigu- 
ous. since a "2n + 1' should appear somewhere, but this will cause no problem in 
practice, As before, for ,~ an ordinal, H2,, ~I[A] I ~ denotes the set of all elements 
of H2,,~[A] whose rank in the well-ordering ~<~ is less than ~. 
Lemma 4.2 lAD). Let A.~<~,,.~ and let A ~.~,(A). 
(al Membership in H2,,.I[A] ~ ~ is A~.÷2(~, A), uniformly in ~. A. 
(b) Truth in H2,,~I[A] t ~ is A~,,+2(~, A), uniformly in ~_, A. 
(el The ordering <<-'~ I (H2,,.I[A] I ~) is A~,,.2(,~, A), uniformly in ~, A. 
Proof. Parts (a) and (b) follow easily from Theorem 3.2. The coding is different, 
since in Theorem 3.2 A is coded as a set of ordinals (i.e. via a ,l~.÷~-code), 
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whereas here A is coded as an element of ~,~(A). But going from one method of 
coding to the other is ..4~,+~. Part (c) is a special case of (a) and (bL 
Lemma 4.2 is clearly just the relafivized version of Theorem 3.6. The only 
reason for introducing these models is to get the canonical well-ordering ~A, 
which will be used to construct a well-ordering ~<x, of Pow(~.)n H2,+ t. In order to 
define ~<A, we use an ultrafilter q/~ on .o?~,(~) which is defined and studied in [1]; 
we list below without proof the facts from [1] which we will need. "Almost every" 
will always mean with respect o 9/A. 
(ql 1) The ul~ratilter ¢//~ is countably complete, fine, and normal. Fine means 
that for all , I<A, {S~, (A) :~ES}Eg/x .  Normal means that whenever 
F:.~,(,X)-~ JX is a function such that {S:F (S)ES}eq l  ~, then there is an r~<A 
such that {S :F(S) = "O}E 9/x, i.e. a choice function on ~,(,~) is constant a.e. (Nt is 
h-supercompact means, by definition, that such an ultrafilter exists.) 
(~2) Let .~//c ~,(A) .  The collection .*at is unbounded if for any set B in J'~,(A~ 
there is a C in .,4, such that B c C. We call .,4 strongly-clo:~ed if for every :~c...,~. if 
U :~ is countable and for all finite Fc  A, whe~ever 
Fc  ( U ~) there exists an A e:~ such that Fc  A, 
then ( U !~) ~*~. Every strongly-closed unbounded set is in 9/~. 
(9/3) Let v<,W and let ~< be a well-ordering of a subset of A of order type v. 
Let f~ :~(A)---~N~ be the function 
f.~(A)=order type of <~ i' A (i,e. ~< n(A  ×A)). 
Then [f<] is life vth element of the u!trapower ilNz/9/~. 
(9/4) The pointclasses v~,,,2(A), H~,,~:;(A), and J~,,~(A) arc closed under 
quantification of the form 'for a.c. A ~:¢~,(A)'. 
Definition 4.3. For A <,5~,,+t, for B and C in Pow(A)nH~,~.  define B~<aC if 
and only if 
for a.e. A~, (A) ,  BAA~aCnA.  
Proposition 4.4 ~AD). Let A <fi~,,~ ~. 
(a) The relation ~ is a well-ordering of Powth)n H,.,,+ v 
(b) There are _v~,,+:(A) and H~,+~(A) relations ~,: and <~, such that for all 
U c A, if B ~ H~_n+ ~, then 
(VB'~ A)[(B'~ H2,,~ ~ & B'<~XB)¢~ (B'~,~BtCr~ (B '~.  B)]. 
(c) The well-ordering "~ is in H2,,, ~. 
Proo|. (a) Tiffs follows easily from the fact tha! 9/^ is line and countably additive. 
(b) This follows from Lemma 4.2(c) and (9/4). 
(c) By (b), ~^ is X.~,,+2(A), hence in H2,,.~ 1. 
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Let F:o.~,c,(A)--->~,~,(A) be any map such that for a.e. A F (A)cA .  Let I~ 
denote {~<A: for a.e. A, ~F(A)} .  
l~roposition 4.5 (AD). Let F:o~s,(A)-->e)~.,c,(A) be any map such that for a.e. A, 
F(A)c  A. Then for a.e. A, F(A)= lrf3A. 
Proof. Normality. 
Proposition 4.5 is a special case of the fact that if r is A-supercompact, then K 
is 'A-ineffable'. The point of the next theorem is thal the ineffability property of 
Proposition 4.5 respects the models H2,,+1 and H2,,+I[A]. 
Theorem 4.6 (AD). Let A<6~,,.~. A reliable, and let F: .~,(A)- - -~s,(A) be a 
[unction such that for a.e. A, F (A)c  A. 
(at l[ for a.e. A, F(A)EH2,+I[A], then IFEH2..I. 
(b) In ]'act, if for a.e. A, F(A) is the ~'ath subset of A, with respect o ~A, and 
[A ~ v,~ ] is the L, th element of the ultrapower HR~/ql x. then IF is the ~,th element of 
Pow(A ) fq fG,, ~ j with respect o <~. 
Proof. Fix F such that for a .e.A.  F(A) is the vAth subset of A and [A ~ u,~] is 
the uth element of the ultrapower. We show that I~- is in H2n+l. This trivially 
imples (at. and by definition of the ordering ~<x it implies (b). Since A is refiable, 
by Theorem 1.8 there are at mos~ card(A) subsets of A in H2,÷1. So if the above 
claim is false, the least u for which it fails is less than A ÷. So without toss of 
generality, assume u < A 
Let g be the map A ~-~ ~'A. Since each A is countable (in V), any well-orderable 
collection of subsets of A is countable. Hence each ~'A is less than N~. Since 
v<A ". by ~3) ,  for any well ordering ~< of a subset of A of order type ~,, for a.e. 
A. g(A)=(order  type of ~< i' A). Therefore 
~l~ 
¢:~ for a,e. A, s c is in the vath subset of A in H2,,÷I[A] 
¢¢, ¢<A& 33'[3' codes a ~.l~,+~ binary relation Dv& 
D, is a well-ordering of a subset of A of order type v& 
(for a.e. A~,(A))( : : IB,~cA)(:qvA<Rt)(uA is the order type 
of Dv ~ A&BA is the uath subset of A in H2,+1[A] w.r.t. ~<A& 
By Lemma 4.2 and (q/4), the above definition of I~ is 2~t~,+2(A, v) where 
A, v<6~,,.~. We are using the fact that the two order types, ~a and the type of 
D~ I ~ A. can be compared in a A~,,+2 way; this is a consequence of Theorem 0.1. 
Hence It~ • H2,,, i. 
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There is an alternative way of looking at Theorem 4.6. Let M x be the transitive 
collapse of the ultraproduct 
(rI 
It then follows from Theorem 4,6 that Pow(h)N H: , .  l equals Pow(A)~ M ~, 
We remark in passing that Theorem 4.6 holds for LIT z"+', A] and L['I "~"~] il 
and only if L[TZ"+l] = t-t2,,+t. 
Definition 4.7. A A~,+2(A) well-ordering (in the sense of Proposition 4.4(b)), ~,  
of a set :de Pow(h), is A~,,+~()t)-good if for any ,~,+2(h) relation .gflX, Y) on ,~d, 
the set {Y~,~i/: (VB< Y).~f(B, Y)} is ~,+2(h).  
Theorem 4.8 (AD). For all h <~,+l ,  /f h is reliable, lhen ~ is A~,+2(h)-good. 
That ~<~ is goo_t is not needed to prove that H2.+ 1 [= 2 ~ = A ~. It is needed for all 
the pointclass computations involving ~<~, such as those in the next section. 
Constructibility orderings are good; the point of Theorem 4.8 is that ~A behaves 
like a constructibility ordering. The ordering ~A is A2~,+2(A}-good, i.e. ,..v~,,.a(A) 
is closed under ~<A-bounded quantification. The idea of the proof is to use the 
methods of Theorem 4.6 to lift this property from a.e. ~A to <A. 
Proof of Theorem 4.8, Fix :f~,,+~(h), and let CcPow(A)AH2, . t .  Using 
Theorem 4.6 and (0//3), (MB <xC)'tIB, C) is equivalent to the following formula. 
which is ~,+2(h l  by Lemma 4.2, (°/t4), and Theorem 0.1. 
3v[]7[~, codes a ,~,,÷~ binary relation D, & 
D~ is a well-ordering of a subset of h of order type v& 
(for a.e. A ~ ~,(h))(~lva <N~)(I,a is the order type of D, [~ A & 
(Cf /A)  is the vAth subset of A in H2,,+~[A] w.r.t.~AJ]& 
1 (V,~ < v)(~.B c h)(36)[6 codes a A2,,+ ~ binary relation D6 & D~ 
is a well-ordering of a subset of h of order type ,~& (for a.e. 
A~, (h ) ) (3~A <,'q0(gA is the order type of D~ [' A& (Bn  
A) is the ~ath subset of A in H2,+j[A] w.r.t. ~A) & "~(B. C)]]. 
Theorem 4,9 (AD). Let h<,~,,+z. If h is ll~,,,l-reliable, lhen H2,,,t ~'~^ has 
order type h ". 
Proof. Let ff = {q~}~,o be the scale that witnesses that h is H~,,+l-reliable, and let 
T be the tree on ~oxA associated with 5. As in Lemma 1.6, to simplify the 
proof, we assume that the first norm of the scale has length h, and we code 
ordinals via this norm. 
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Fix DoCA, Do~H2.+l, and let c.~0={CcA: C~H2.+I&C<~Do}.  To prove 
the theorem it will suffice to show that in H2.+t, cardC~o)~<card(A). 
Let 
:f(a, B, 8l 
[a, 8, and all (/3 h code countable subsets A, 19, and Bi of 
81. ~, & D c A & Vi(B, c A )  & D ~ H2.+,[A] & Vi(Bi ~ H2, +t[A] & 
Bi <AD) & 0¢B <AD) 3 i (B  = B~)]. 
By Lemma 4.2, ;T is .~.+2. Let ~(a ,  18, 8, e') be a Hzl.+t relation such that 
~(a.  18, 8) .~ 3e'~(a, /3 ,  8, e'), Let 
~(~, 18, & e)¢~ 
[(e)o and (eh code the same countable sets of ordinals as do 
a and 8, respectively & ~((e)o,/3, (eh, (e)2)]. 
Then ~ is //~,,+j,~(~, 18, 6)¢:~'le ~( o,., /3, 8, e), and moreover ~ is uniform on 
codes for the same countable set of ordinals, that is, if c~ and od encode the same 
countable set of ordinals, and 8 and ~5' also do, and ~(o~,/3,&eh then 
~(c~',/3, 6', el. 
Consider the following game on finite sequences from A and to: 
I ~.o, vo,  "qo ~0,  v.,, 'ql " " " 
(O~tJ}(¢~O){ VO) (0£2)(~2)(~/1) 
!I ~¢t, V| .  bO,  et) , t 0 ~3,  v3, bt, el, t l  " " " 
(o/iX~t) (0~3)(~3) 
The above diagram is to be interpreted in the same way as the diagrams used in 
the proofs of Lemma 1.6 and of Theorem 2.5. That is, I plays alleged codes c~:~, 
,52,. and ,/~ for ~:2~, v2,, and rh and II plays alleged codes a2~+t and 82~+~ for ~:2~+~ 
and v,,.~. Each plays witnesses with respect to T for his own codes, and each 
player gets to challenge all of the other player's codes, as in Lemma 1.6. Player II 
also plays b, e, ~ to and t~ 6 2. 
Let a and 8 be the reals such that for all i, (c~)~=c~ and (8)~=8~. Let 
18 = (bo, b~ . . . .  ) and let e = (eo, e~ . . . .  ). For all k ~ to, let g~ = (/3)~. 
~Let m --{I,~,,I, I'~11 . . . .  } and/9 = {I,%1, I,s,I . . . .  }. The basic idea here is that this is 
a perfect set game for :~={t~= A: (? .~H,, ,~[A]& ~<a/ )} ,  the initial segment 
of ma below /~; 1 wins if and only if there is a (7 in ~ such that Vi(t~ = 1 ~-"17~[~ 
(~'). Think of/3 as encoding ~. Of course A and/9  are not given in advance, but 
are determined by the outcome of the game.) Formally, the payoff is defined as 
follows: 
(i) If either player fails to play into T, the first player to fail loses. 
(ii) All ordinals v~ must be in Do (but the witnesses for them need not be). If 
neither player loses because of (i), the first player to play a vi6 Do loses. 
(iii) If neither olayer loses by (i) or (ii), and one player has an alleged code 
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proved dishonest by the other player (as in the proof of Lemma 1.6), the first 
player to fail in this manner loses. 
(iv) Assuming neither player loses due to ]any of the conditions (i)-(iii), above, 
II wins if and only if 
[~(o¢,/3, ~, e) & -q:::lk Vi(ti = 1 '~--~ =Ira (Iyi[ = l(/3k)ml))]. 
I Both T and D,~ are in H2,,, 1, so by Corollary 3.8 are dethmb!e in ~ A~.,,.I way 
from ordinals less than "~ scud() ,c, !12,,~,. So the game is p - -2, , , , .  o2,,~. And ~P is 
Hence by Theorem 0.5 it is determined, and by Corollary 3.10(b), if I1 has a 
winning strategy then some winning strategy for II lies in Hz,+,. 
Claim 1. I does not have a winning strategy. 
Proof of Clalm 1. Suppose I has a winning strategy ~r. Let A be a countable 
subset of A such that A is closed under o- and for all t, e A there is an honest code 
for v that can be witnessed with ordinals in A (as in the proof of Claim 1 of 
Lernma 1.6). Consider runs in which I plays according to tr and 11 plays as 
described below. For ~,, ~3 . . . . .  II enumerates the countable set A, and for 
~,, z,s . . . . .  he enul lerates /~= DonA.  Player ii plays honest codes for all his 
own ordinals and f ) r  his chalIenges to l's ordinals, with all witnesses in A. Let 
f_~ ={~'c  A: C'~ H2,,+t[A] &: ~<A/5}.  Since A is countable and f~c PowlA) is 
wcll-orderable, f'J is countable. Player I1 plays a/3 that enumerates !). He plays t ~ 
such that/P(A,/3,/3~ el; this e depends only on A and/~, not on their codes, since 
:¢~ is uniform. 
In any run of the game as above, ~ will code this set A and ~5 will code this set 
/~. Hence :~(a,/3, 8, el. Since tr is a winning strategy, by definition of the payotl 
sct, for any run of the game as above (regardless of how I1 plays the t,'s), it will be 
the case that there is a C~;s  such that Vi(t, = 1 ~rh  ~ C'I. This implies that f~ is 
uncountable (as in Lemma 1.6). This contradiction proves the claim. 
So II has a winning strategy 1" which lies in H_~,,.~. Let 
.'/3= {A ~ :~,(A): A is closed under ~'& for all ~, ~ A, there is an honest 
code for ~, that can be witnessed with ordinals in A}. 
The set .'B is strongly-closed unbounded. That it is unbounded follows easily from 
the reliability of A. To see that it is strongly-closed, note that the property th.'~t for 
al! ~.-~ A there is an honest code for u that can be witnessed with ordinals in A. is 
preserved under arbitrary unions. Being closed under "r is not preserved under 
arbitrary unions, but it is preserved under the type of union in the definition of 
'strongly-closed'. since any position p in the game contains only finitely many 
ordinals. So by (q/2), : '~  °Ux. 
Let A ~.oJ~,(A), let p be a position in tile game in which it is l 's turn to play an 
-q,, and let ~ c A. Define "r rejects C at p relative to A if 
(1) all ordinals occurring in p are in A, 
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(2) p is consistent with z, 
(3) (V i< i ) (~(?  ~-~t, = 1), 
(4) (Vv~A)( i f  I plays Th = v at position p, 7. calls for II to play t~ such that 
Fix A c:'/l and let I )=DoNA.  Let ~={C=A:¢~'6Hz,+~[A]&(?<AD}. 
Chlim 2, For all C~f~, there exists a p such that 7. rejects C at p relative to A. 
lh'ool[ o! Claim 2. Consider runs of the game in which II plays according to 7- and 
I plays as described below. All ordinals played by I are in A. Player I always plays 
honest codes for the ~'s .  He plays so that in the outcome, a codes A and 6 
codes / )  (as l l  played against o- in the proof of Claim 1, above). Since ~" is a 
winning strategy./3 codes f.~ and so some/3u codes C. And since II wins, it is not 
the case that (t, = 1 ~ rl~ ~ (7). So if the claim was false, I could win playing against 
7-, as in Lemma 1.6, by always playing for rl~ the least ordinal in A for which 7- 
'gives the right answer', and choosing an honest code for it with witnesses in A, 
which he subsequently will play. This proves the claim. 
Now fix C~f.~o. By definition of ~h (Definition 4.3) and ~.t o, for a .e .A .  
CfqA<ADoNA.  Let :~c={A6;~:  CNA<AD.NA}.  Then '.~c~q/x. By Claim 
2. for each A ~:~c, there exists a pA such that r rejects (CAA)  at pA relative to 
A. Recall that p/' is a finite sequence of ordinals from A and integers. So by 
normality and countable additivity, there is a fixed position p such that p = pA for 
a .e .A .  Say it is I's turn to play rl~ at p. 
So for a.e. A, z rejects C~A at p relative to A. Since 0//~ is fine, this means 
that for every ~,<h. if I plays *l, = t, at position p, r calls for II to play t, such that 
(~, e (" ~ t, = 01. Thus we have shown that for every C ~ f~q, there is a position p in 
the game such that 7- rejects C at p (as defined in the proof of Lemma 1.61; let V- 
be the least such p. Since re  H~,,~_~, the map C,---~pc is in H2,,-~. And this map is 
clearly one-to-one. Since the p(.'s are finite sequences from A and to and h is 
infinite, H,,.. t I= ~card(!.e 0) ~< card(A )'. 
it follows from Theorem 4.6, or Los' Theorem and the remark following 
Theorem 4.6, that for h. <6~,,+1 (reliable or nott, if for a.e. A e.'~?~,(ht, 
H2, ~ ~ t[A ] ~: card(Pow(A )i = (card(A IV, 
then H2,,~ ~ ~ 2 ~' = h ~. This method of trying to prove the GCH in H2,+~ seems 
promising, since we need only understand sets of countable ordinals in H2,,+I[AI 
lor sets of reals in a forcing extension of H2,,~ ~[A]) to prove it. However, at the 
present ime. H,_.,~[A] is not understood even that well. 
That H2,,+~ ~ 2 ° '= to -~ follows from the fact that Nf)Hzn+~ = ~¢2,~+2 (Corollary 
3.91, together with the structure theory of ~'2,+2 in [12]. For A <~N v, Theorem 4.9 
is due to Moschovakis. For A <N~, he proved it by forcing and using the above 
method relativized to qg2,+2('Y), where -,/is the generic ode for A. For ~,  it follows 
from the fact that Nv is measurable in H2,+~ (Theorem 3.11). 2,~ a well-known 
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theorem on relative constructibility, 
H2.+1 ~ ('qX/> (~. .0v) (2  ~ = X ~). 
The measure l/x is not only related to the question of whether Hz,,+t ~ 2 ~ = A +, 
but also to the perfect set property for A. Call q/~ exact if every element of the 
ultrapower HNI/qI ~ is an [ f j ,  where f< is as in (~13). Clearly by (q/3), ~t ~ is 
exact if and only if the length of the ultrapower llN~/all ~ is exactly A*. If ~ is 
exact, then X has the perfect set property; the proof is similar to that of Theorem 
1.12. In [1], the author proved that for semi-reliable h,, q/~ is exact. But this gives 
no new information about the perfect set property. It is an open question whether 
or not all q/a are exact. 
It is not clear whether or not ~2.+t is H~..t-reliable (if n > 1), However, even if 
it is not, the GCH still holds for r2.+t. 
Corollary 4.10. (AD). There is a a~.+2-good well-ordering <~* of Pow(~V.+0N 
n2.+ t such that H2.+~ ~ '<~* has order type (~2.+t)v +,. 
Proof. There is a H~.+t-reliable ordinal X such that card(. ')= K2..t. Using the 
basis theorem, A can be chosen to have a A~.÷a code. By the coding lemma there 
is a bijection F:  Kz.+t ~ A which is A~.+t-in-the-codes. and by another applica- 
tion of the basis theorem F can be chosen with a ztzt.+t-code that is a A.t.+2 real. 
Hence F is A~.. z and so F~ Ha.+ 1. 
By Theorems 4.8 and 4.9, <-~ is a zl~t.+2-good well-ordering such that H~..t  
'<~ has order type X*'. Let ~*  be the well-ordering of Pow~K~,,+~)NHa,,~ 
obtained from <A by F; that is, 
5. Structure of the largest thin X~.+2(A) set 
In this sec, ~,0 we ~tt~dy the internal structure of the largest hin X~.+:(A) ~t  of 
A-sets, ~,,+z. For the case h, = o, Kechris [12] has proved that Z'2.+2 is a set of 
A~. ~z-degrees, well-ordered by '/t~t.+z-in'. that the A~.+E-jump of a degree is its 
successor in this well-ordering, and that the canonical well-ordering of ga.+2 is a 
refinement of the ordering of degrees. We will generalize these results from 42,,+2 
to ~'~.+2. Even for A = to, some of the proofs (e.g. Lemma 5,5) are new, as we 
derive these theorems from the fact that %~2,,,2 =aV'f~H2,,,t. whereas Kechris 
derived them directly from the fact that %'z,,.2 is the largest c'~untable ~.t..2 set of 
reals, without any use of models. 
Call an ordinal A nice if for all 6o . . . . .  ~k<A. the ordinal (~o . . . . .  ~k) that 
encodes the sequence is less than A. We code sequences by the Giktel ordering 
(see [18, 8G.24]). This sequence coding is a~.+2. In order to keep the technical 
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details imple, we will study the structure of ~ .  +2 only for nice A; but with a little 
more work, everything would go through for arbitrary A. Every cardinal of L, 
hence of H2,,+~, is nice. 
Definition 5.1. Let A<B~,+~ be nice. For A, BcA ,  let A<~,,~zB if A is 
A[,,+,(B, A, ~o . . . . .  ~k) for some ~o . . . . .  ~k <A. (This means AI.+ 2 uniformly in all 
ctxles for B, A, ~() . . . . .  ~k). Define 
A =~.+zBC~A'::~-+~&B~.+2A.~2.. 
The (A, 2n+2)-degree of a , -set A, denoted [A]~.+2, is the set {Be 
A:B--~..+2A}, 
For h = ¢o, this notion is just that of A,t.+2-reducibility of reals and ~,,÷2- 
degrees. 
Proposition 5.2. Let A <8~,+~ be nice. 
(a) The relation ~<~ 2,+2 is reflexive and transitive. 
(b) The relation =~,,+2 is an equivalence relation. The (A, 2n +2)-degrees are the 
equivalence classes. 
(c) Each degree has cardinality card(A). 
(dl For all A-sets A, there are at most card(A) degrees below [A]~,+2. 
(el If {A~ : ~ < A} is a set of A-sets, and A = {(~, vl): rl ~ A~}, then for all ~ < A, 
Definition 5.3. Let [A]2.+2~[B]2,,+2 if A ~2.+2/3 and let [A]2.+2<[B]an+ 2 if 
A <~.+zB. 
This is clearly well-defined. 
Lemma 5.4 (Kechris [12] for A = ~o). Let A < ~2,,+~ t be nice. The set ~2,,+2~ is closed 
under ~.+z ,  that is 
(A e ~2.+2 & B~2.+2A):f f  B~.+2.  
Proof. This follows trivially from Lemma 2.3 and the definition of ~.+2- If A is 
definable from ordinals in a ~.+2 way, and B~.+2A,  then so is B. 
So %'~,,~ is a set of (A, 2n +2)-degrees. We next consider how the degrees in 
A N2,,~ 2 are ordered by their natural partial ordering, ~ ~2n+2'  
Lemma $.5 (AD). Let X <8~.+1 be nice and lib.+l-reliable. 
(a) I rA ,  B~C~.+2 and A <~B, then A ~..+2B. 
(b) (Kechris [12] for A = c0). The (A, 2n + 2)-degrees in c¢~.+2 are well-ordered 
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by -<~'~2,,+2. (¢~.~-2 admits a A 3,.+2(A well.ordering. <~. which is a refinement 
of -<;~ ~2n+2-  
Proof. Recall that ~<~ is the well-ordering of ~ .+2 defined in Definition 4.3, and 
observe that (b) follows easily from (a) and Theorem 4.8. To prove (a), let A <~'B, 
where A and B are the rlAth and rlBth subsets of A, respectively, with respect o 
~.  By Theorem 4.9, ~ has length A +, in H~.., ,. Hence there is a well-ordering 
of a subset of A in H2,,, N whose order type is tin. Let ,~ be the -~-Ieast such 
well-ordering. (Since ~ is a subset of h x A, by coding pairs it can be identified 
with a subset of A.) Let ,~ < A be the ordinal such that rl,~ is the or,~er type of the 
initial segment of ~< below ~. We can now clearly define A from B and ~. We 
must show that this definition is '~2n+2"  
First of all, Ha (i.e. {/3:113i =~,j}) is A~,,+2(B, A). To see this, first note that the 
map f:~---*Pow(A) that takes each 0<~ to the 0th element of ~,,+2 (with 
respect to ~<~) is vL,+~-in-the-codes, by the coding lemma [19]. Let S~ be the 
v~ subset of W × W parametrized by a. Then ~2n÷l  
1/31 = ,3 .  
/3 codes an ordinal < li~2,,~, &3a[V'yV~(S,,(%~J-'-)ly[<l/31)& 
iV0 < 1/31)~v ~ia(Ivl = 0,~ a is a ..l~,,+,-code for a set D~ c A & 
D~ <x B & S,~ (',/. 6)) & (VD <x B)3V 3~([V[ < [/31 & 8 is a A,~,,, -code 
for D & S. ('y. (5)j & (VO,, < 1/31)(v0, < I/3 D(VD. <4 B )(VD, <~' B } 
((S.(O., D.) & S.(0t. D,)) --~ (0.< 0j ~ D .<  ^  Di))]. 
By Theorem 0.1 and the fact that ~<a is good (Theorem 4.8L the above formula 
is v, v~ -2.~2(B.A). So "qB is -2,,+2(B,A) and since [ /31=~ if and only if 
v/3 ' ( I /3 ' I :  n~ ~ I/3'I = 1/31), ~ is a ; .+~(B,  ~). Similarly. if rid is the ordinal such 
that D is the "qDth subset of -~ ~2.+2. then riD is A~,,~(D. A). uniformly in D. So a 
is a ~i~.+~-code for A if and only if 
(VD <~ B)(~IA = rid "--' a encodes 09. 
So A is A~,,,~(A, ~1,~, B). 
Next we compute the complexity of ~<. 
<vo, v~)~ ¢~ 
3a[a codes a /t~,,~., binary relation VL, & W,, is a well-ordering 
of a subset of h of order type rl~ & W,, ¢~'~(~,,.~  & 
I (VD<  ^  W.)'=1/3[/3 codes a ,~.2,,+t binary relation Xt~ & 
(V0,,< A)(V0~ < A)((0o, 0~)s X o ~ (0,,, 0~)~ D) & Xa is not 
a well-ordering of ord.:r type n~] & 0'o, vt)e W.]. 
1 Comparing two z12.+ ~ prewell orderings (W.. and the norm used to code 
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ordinals) can be done in a Algn+2 way. As we have pointed out before, this is a 
consequence of Theorem 0.1, which is in fact proved in a manner similar to that 
used to compare ~<x with the norm, above. So ~< is ,~tE,+2(A, r/n), and since 
(v,,, vl)~ ~ if and only if "a((vt, Vo)C ~< ) or Vo = v~, it is z~,.. :(h. "Oa). 
Thus we have shown that ~u is A/.42(B, X), A is Zl~t.+2(h, via, B), and < is 
t A A,,, ,2( , ~n). And clearly ~A is a~,,+ 2(~<, ~5). Putting tlds all together we get that 
A is a[ ,~2(B,  A, '5). 
Let ~ of (A, 2n+2)-  P2,,+2 denote the order type of the well-ordering -<~ ~2.+2 
degrees of ~'~,, ~,. For ~<V~,,,+2, let d~.÷2(~) be the ~th degree in this ordering. 
Lemma 5.6 (AD). Let A <'$~,+t be nice and H~,+~-reliable. 
(a) o~,, +2 = (~ +)" .... 
= the order type of the well-ordering <~ of ~.+2.  
(b) 02,,+.- is a limit ordinal. 
(c) d~,, +2(O) = [0]L+... 
Proof .  Theorem 4.9 and the fact that Proposition 5.2(c) holds inside H2,+t. imply 
/a). Clearly (b) follows from (a) and (c) follows from Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5. 
We do not know what the cofinality of 02,,+2A (in V) is, eve,l in the case A = N~. 
Next we explain the relationship between the degrees d~n+2('5) and d~,,+2(++ 1)+ 
Recall that G '.+ co ×de is the universal v~,+ 2set (which is used to define H2,,+l in 
Definition 3.1). 
Definition 5.7. Let A <6~,,+ ~be nice. Let (~ c Pow(A) x A × A be the relation 
(;(A, ` 5, n)¢~ 
'5 = (m, v) for some m ~ co, v < A & 
3a 3~ 33' 38 (a is a J.~,,. ,-code for A & 1/31 = v & 13't = ~ & 
[8[ = h & G(m. (a,/3, y. 6)). 
[:or any A-set A, let (~A(.~, tl)C:>(~(A,'5, r/). 
Since h is nice and sequence coding is ;1~,,+2, (~a is a -v/,t+z(A, A) subset of 
h x h which parametriz,:~ the set 
, ,g={Bc A: B is .v~.+2(A. h,`st . . . . . .  'sk) for some ~o . . . . .  'sk <h} • 
That is, if B6.,d, then there is a fixed '5<h such that for all r /<h,  
(r/~ B ~ (~A (t5, r/)). 
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Definition 5.8. Let h<~;~,+~ be nice. Let A be a A-set. The (h, 2n + 2)-jump of 
A is the A-set {(~, rl): 0A(~j, "q)}, 
For h = to, this is the A~,,+~-jump of a real. 
< t Proposition 5.9. Let h ii2,+ ~ be nice. 
(a) Let /3o and /3~ be the (A, 2n+2)-~umps of Ao and A~, respectively. I]
-~,,+: A~, then Bo -,.,,+~ B~, 
(b) If B is the (h, 2n+ 2t-iump of A, then A <~,,,zB. 
In light of Proposition 5.9(a), the iump of a degree is well defined. (it is also 
easy to see that the jump of a degree is independent of the particular universal 
set G and norm ¢ used in the coding of ordinals.t 
Lemmz: 5.10 (AD; Kechris [12] for h = to/. Let h <~i~,,~ t be nice. "lhen '¢,~,,.~ is
closed under the (h, 2n + 2)-jump. 
Proof. Let A ~, ,~-~ and let B be the jump of A. Say A is the ~th element of 
~,,÷2 with respect o ~<*. It follows from the definition of jump (Definition 5.8~ 
and some computations imilar to those in the proof of Lemma 5.5. that 
membership in B is ,v~,,~2(A, t~). That is. there is an m ~to such that for all r /<h.  
-q ~ Bc~G'(m, (h, .~. -q)). Since H2,,~ ~ = L[G'], B is in H~,,~. hence in '~,,~:. 
Lemma 5.11 (AD; Kechris [12] for h - - to )  Let h<~,,** be nice and il~,,~l- 
reliable. For all ~ <p~,,.,, the degree d~,,,:(~+ 1~ is the (h. 2n + 21-jump of the 
degree d~,,~ (~). 
Proof. Let A ~ d~,, ~2(( ~, let B be the jump of A. and let D be the ~<~-least h-set 
in ¢~,,+2 such that A <~,,.2D. Then DE d~,+2(~+ 1). To prove the lemma, it will 
suffice to show that /3 ~, , .2  D. Then by Lemma 5.4. /3 e ~, , , z  (which reproves 
Lemma 5.10). and by Lemma 5.5(a) and Proposition 5.9(bh D'~,, .2B: hence 
/3--~,, 2 D, which completes the proof. 
Let F be !1~,~1 such that G =3 ~ t:~ alld let ~b' be a I1~,,, ~-norm on F. We put a 
t, niform norm ,lJ on (~A as follows: 
O(~, ~) = min{tO'(m, (a,/3, 3', 8), e ): (m, (a./3, v. ~i). e)~ F 
& ~=~m, v) & a is a A~.. l -code for A & t/3t = I, 
,~ Ivl =,  ~ t~I = At. 
l.et ~"  bc the induced prcwell-ordering of (],~. Then ~>t, is a bin;iry relation os~ 
ordered pairs of ordinals less than A. Each propcr initial segment of --~'J' is 
A~,,~2(A, A, ~., rh0 for some ,~o, rio< h (namely the ~, ,  ~1o) that determines the 
initial segment). Let 
..¢ = {Cc  h'~: C is an initial segment (not necessarily properl of <,b}. 
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Then ~ is ~V~.+2(A, A). So 
C = <~*¢:~ 
(C' encodes the set of 4-tuples C & "-q(C'<~'D)). 
The last equivalence is the definition of D plus Lemma 5.5. So by Proposition 
4.4, C is a .~ . ,  ~(,L A. D)-singleton. Hence C is zl~.+.(A, A, D). Now B, the jump 
of A, is easily A~,,.20t, C). So B is A~.~2(A, A, D), and since A ~ '  2, + 2 D, 
B~,+2D.  
The proof of Lemma 5.11 given above is essentially the proof given in [12] for 
the case A = to. 
Combining Lemmas 5.4, 5.5, 5.6. 5.10, and 5.11, we get the following theorem 
which summarizes the structure theory of C~,+z. 
Theorem 5.12 (AD). Let A < fi~,+ ~ be nice (i.e. closed under sequence coding) ,tnd 
.x Hence is a set of ll~,,,~-reliable. The set ~;2n+2 is closed under <~ -~ (C2n+ 2~2u+2" 
(X. 2n + 2)-degrees. The degrees of ~, , .~ are well-ordered by their natural ordering, 
~x ,_. It is also closed under the (A, 2n + 2)-jump. The jump of a degree is the first 
degree aboce it in the well-ordering ~2,,+2~x of degrees. Furthermore, qC,_,,+2x admits a 
'J ~,, ~:(A )-good well-ordering <x which is a refinement of the deg;ee ordering ~<~,,+2. 
The order type of the well-ordering <x equals the order type of the degrees which 
equals (A+) u~',''. 
A few remarks on Theorem 5.12 are in order. First of a~l, it follows from 
Theorem 5.12 that ()-jump is a minimal degree; this solves Posl's problem for this 
type of reducibility. ~<~,+2- 
Secondly. the structure theory of ~ ,+2 given in Theorem 5.12 is reflected in 
the model H2..l .  This statement must be properly interpreted. Of course if 
A <~B. H2,,, ~ does not know that A is definable in a J~,,.2 way from B and 
ordinals less than A. Nor is this even meaningful in H2,+~, since in H2,+t, A is a 
huge ordinal much larger than O(=N2). But there is an m~¢o such that for all 
~. "0. A less than ~,,+1. 
G(m, (~, n, A)t¢* 
(the set A constructed at stage ~ and the set B constructed at stage 
1 vl are both subsets of A, and A is definable in a A2,,+ 2 way from 
B. A, and ordinals less than A). 
And if A <~B. then H2.+I ¢G(m, (~G,, ,~n, A)), where A and B are constructed at 
stages ~a and ~j, respectively, Similarly, the other parts of Theorem 5.12 are 
reflected in H2,,.~. 
Although we have slated Theorem 5.12 for H~..t-reliable ordinals A, all that 
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was really used about A. was that there is a ~,+2(A) -good  well-ordering ~<~' of 
~, ,+2 of order type (h+) ~-'--. In particular, by Corollary 4.10, Theorem 5.12 is 
valid for K2,,+t. This is an important case, since r2,+t is the ordinal that is the 
equivalent of ~o for the poi~tclass -S~,+t; Kt = co. Hence Pow(K2,+t) n H2,,+t is the 
true analog of the constructible reals. 
For ~, Kechris [12] has shown that W2,,+t has a structure theory quite similar to 
that of ~¢~,,+2. For A >in we are not able to develop any non-trivial structure 
theory for '~,,+j. In particular, the following three assertions are open for 
arbitrary nice l l~,+t-rel iable h. They are all true for A = oJ by [12]. 
(1) The set ~,÷t  admits a A,l,,.t(h) well-ordering. 
(2) For  all A, Be  ~' either A is l A2,,+t(B,A,~o,. ,~j~) for some 
~n . . . . .  '~k <A, or B is A~,,+~(A, h, ~:u . . . . .  6k) for some ~n . . . . .  ~k < A. 
(3) For all A ~ %~2,,+2,~ there is a B in ~2,,+~x and there are 6,~ . . . .  . tS~ < A such 
that A is /l~,,~t(B,h,~% . . . . .  6~). 
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